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*As in past years,. four detailed progress reports (P A, ubered XXXV to

peri.od, ArlItJuy3190,adbears the, same date as this final report.
Copies of- these, quarterly reports are appended to this final, report,- the la-tter-
consists of ugreoftevlou phases of' the work undertakeng together -with,

Ureferences to the more detailed description in the Progress Reports. A

I orazole Studies.,

A. Preparation of Borazole.

Althouigh, a-s reporteO. in the work of the year 1948-49, a method for the prepa-
ration of borazole more convenient than the interaction of ammonia with diborane was
found in the reaction of solid ammoniu chloride with solid lithium borohydride
(P.R. XXXI, p 6, Sept 1948), the procedure is not completely satisfacotory. There
seemed to be two principhl causes for the difficulties encountered, namely, a second-
ary reaction between amnronium chloride and borazole (P.R. XXXII, pp 5-6, Deceamber,,
'1948) and the cakcing of the reaction mixture (P.R. XXXIII, p 8, Mlarch 1949). .

As a possible alternative method of preparation, reduction of trichloroborasi'ole
seemed feasible, sin-ce Laube4,gayer and Co A., BrouN had developed a procedure for the
preparation of the latter,. It ia-s first shov~n that in the interaction of solid
lithium aluminum hydr-ide with solid triobloroborazole, borazole was obtained. At

roo tepertur th yildswere very small; at higher temperatures they were even
less, apparently due to the intermediate formation of B-mono and probably also B-
di chilorobors zole- -ompounds lin stable than borazole itself (P.R, XXXVI, p 4, Dec.
1949).

A great deal of time has been devoted to the study of reduction by lithium
aluminum hydride in a variety o*' solvents. It was found that diethyl ether (the best
solvent for this reducing agent) could not be used because it forms an azeotrope
with borazole (P.R. XXMVI p 2). Borazole may be separated from dimethylcellosolve,,
but only by the addition of aluminum chloride to the mixture, a procedure which is
disadvantageous because the chloride causes decomposition of borazole if the trio are

4In contact for any length of time. (P.R., XXVIo p 4, and P.R. XXXVIIS p 3),.

A number of other solvents rvre investigated, with either lithium aluminum
hydride or lithium borohydride or with both. Among them were phenyl chloride, which
gave Yory low yields (PR. XXXVI, p 5)9 and methyl. oyolohexane and borazole itself,
in neither of thich solvents did the desired reaoticn occur (P#R. XXXV1, p 5). The
most fa~vorable solvents were n-butyl ether and n-hexyl ether, of Thich the latter
VaS less frequently employed. (P.R. XXMVII p 2 and XXXVII, p 1).

It is not necessary to review the many experiments (P.R. XIII1, p 1) carried
out to ascertain vYhy, although lithium aluminum, hydride undoubtedly reduces tri-
chloroboressole to bore sole the latter cannot be recovered from the solutions of
those ethers which proved the most satisfactory solvents. Suffice it to may that it
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now appears as if the formation -of aluminum hydride is the disturbing factor, whe-
ther initially present in impure lithium aluminum hydride or whether formed as a
step in action of this compound on trichIoroborazole, as illuJtratedby the hypo-
thetical equationi

3LiAlH4  + 3N3C13 1H3  -, 3LiCl + B3 N3 H6 + 3AiH3

Two experiments serve as evidence for this interpretation of the difficulties en-
countered. hen a mixture of pure borazole and butyl ether Was evaporated and the
vapor condensed, from 87 to 92% of the borazole was found to be present in the cone
densate; furthermore, about 80% of the original borazole could be separated from the

butyl ether by use of a small, "glass, helix-filled column (PR. XXXVIII, p 2). But
when lithium a.luminum hydride, containing an excess of aluminum hydride, was added

--- to the butyl ether solution of borvzole , less than 1%5 of the latter appeared in the,
volatile material. Equally significant is the fact that when lithium aluminum
hydride alone, was. used to reduce tridhloroborazole, less than 1% of the expected-
borazole could be volatilized with the butyl ether in which the reaction was, carried
out, but that when lithium hydride was added to the reaction mixture, yields -of from
80-90% have been obtained... This -result is readily explained on the interpretation
under dis-cussion, sin-ce it is well knovai that lithium hydride reacts with aluminum,

-".- hydride in ether suspensions to form lithium alumintun hydride.

Thus far, however, the use of a mixture of lithium aluminum hydride and lithium
-.hydride in butyl ether has been successful only when small (m mole) quantities of

trichioroborazole were involved, and when the reaction wa-s carried out in the vacuum
system. Yihen larger -quantities were used and the reaction was carried out under
nitrogen, the products obtained have thus far proved difficult to separate. There
.is evidence that under these conditions, iihich require longer time end higher tem-
peratures, interaction of the lithium aluminum hydride with the ether occurs, and
gives rise to products difficult to separate (PR. XXXVIII, p 3). .

Use of lithium borohydride as a reducing agent now appears more promi-sing, It.
vas to be expected that in its reaction with trichloroborazole, diborane would be
liberated4 possibly according to the equation

BOSH-3 C13 . + '3-LiBJI4 +3 3 ~ 3LiCl + 195B2H6

It was originally assumed that this reaction would have as its chief value the fact
that measurement of the quantity' of diborane evolved would prove a rapid and con-
venient method of determining the most favorable conditions for the reduction of
triohloroborazole. Although initial experiments in phenyl chloride as a solvent gavel

unsatisfactory results (P.R. * XXVI, p 5), later experiments in n-butyl ether, carried
out at room temperature-, liberated an amount of diborane in 2 hours indicating 95%
reduction, end produced 91% of the theoretical borasol. Of the latter, approxi-
mately 60% Yas isolated, and the remainder shown to be present in the residual ether
(P.R. X XXVII, p 3).

The preceding expe.riment involved only about '5 m moles of triehloroborazole) it
has hitherto not been repeated vith larger quantities because the evolution of 1.5
moles of diborane per mole of boraz-ole theoretically obtainable seemed a serious
disadvantafe of the procedure, implying- the necessity of using vacuum procedures

It
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u atisfaotpry f or lArge quantities. But sinqv the substitution. 'of lithium aiwni-
num hydride for the borohydride has caused so many difficulties, we are now inveoti-
gatinp, the effectiveness of the Addition of lithium hydride to the borohydride 'to
prevent the escape of diborane. Should -this procedure prove effective,, as s-eem~s
possible in view of the, corresponding experiments with lithium aluminum hydride, our
lonr continued efforts. to reduce trichloroborazol ilhveldt saifcoy
con-elusion,.

Additional work on the preparation of borazole consisted of attempts to reduce.
tribrornoborazole, which was -espe-cially prepared for this purpose by the, interaction --

of ammonium bromide and b or on bromide in phenyl bromide (P.R . =XVII p 2). Reduc-
tion with lithium borohydride in n-hexyl ether gave 87%, of the the-oretical diborane
And 831"' of b4orazole (1-cc-. oit.). With lithium, alumnum hyrdIth e~ts wr
like those obtained With the trichioro derivat-ive Hnce., -there, appeare noan
tage in the use of the bromin-e compound.,

11. 'R. Mono and Di-hjalogeno6borazoles.,

Mono and dichloroborazole were, prepared and described. in the year 1948w49
(MR. MXII,. p 5, Noc. 1948, and 'XIII, p 8, L,%rch, 1,949) Th-or nh c or-
responding bromine compounds begun in that period (P.R. XXXIV, p, 3, June,' 1949). wes
completed in the current year, as described in P.R.. XWX, pp 4-6-, where a summary of
all of the physical constants of these compounds0 is given.. As in the oase of the
t-rihalogenoborazoles, reduction by lithium b-oroh-yarides v/S-4 more tuces'sful than with
the aluminum compound (P.R. XX:XV, p 6). The res-etions-'were- not, further studied.

I. a. Thermal Decomposition of Borazole.

One additional experiment on the very slow spontaneous decomposition of borazole
was carried out. The results indicate a somehat comp~ex refaction for the study of
which larger smounits of the star~ting material will be required (P#RO.XWXV p .6-7).
Now that. such amounts can be made available, the. study, temporarily disconitinued,
will be undertaken, again.

Ile Further studies on Tetrachlorodibo-rine and Related Cmons

A. Tatrachlorodiborine..

1e Preparation. A number of efforts to improve the yield of tetrach3.oro-
diborine in the mercury arc process for its preparation (F.R. 19481, pp 21.-H) by
changes in dimensions of the a-pparatus, and by the use of aluminum As an added re-
ducing agent, were unsuccessful (P.R. X2=, p 2). An improvement in the convenience,
though not in the. yield or conversion per pass,. was effected by the use of a mechani-
cal recirculation of the unchanged boron trichiloride (P.R. XXXVII,p 3).* it was also
shorn that carbon monoxide does not react appreciably v&th boron triobloride even at
3500 C. (P.R. XXXV, p 3)9

2. Reactions of Tetroohlorodiborine.

A. The compound under discussion absorbs hydrogen with remarkable
rapidity at room temperature without the use of catalysts-. In the original expori-
merits (P.R. XXX, p 4, Sept. 1948) it seemed that all of the chlorine of the tetra-
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ohloro derivative was converted to boron chloride, and the remaining bmron to solid
hydridesl. In later experiments. with larger quantities, it became apparent that di.
borane is one of-the products o:f the interaction and that -its quantity, as welI1 a-s
that of the solid products obtained, depended on the experimental conditions: (P.R.

A previous observation on the behavior of liquid tetrachlorodiborine toward }
diborane (P Rs XXXIII, p 4, March, 1 s,4)suggested that the products of the initial
reaction between hydrogen and the chlorodiborine mi-ght be chlorodiboranes. (e.g.
B2 C'14 H2 ) which almost immediately and nearly completely disproportionate 'to: boron
tri chloride and diborane, The solid producto observed would then be. explained byaw a
secondary interaction of diborane ith .excess tetrachlorodiborine,

Thoroughly satisfactory confirmation of this interpretation wps obtained by a
study of the reaction under conditions such that all of the reactants ,ere present .

;ii the gas phase at moderately low pressures.* Under these conditions the major pro--ducts were diborane and boron chloride,, together with small amounts of monochl0row.
diborane and only traces of solid hydrides (P.R. XXVI, pp 2,3,7).

These observations suggested that the preparation of diborane by the passage of
a mixture of hydrogen and boron trichloride through an electric discharge might pro-.
ceed through the initial formation of tetrachlorodiborine which would then react
with excess of hydrogen as has just been described. To test, this possibility, a mix- -I

* ture of hydrogen with an exoess of boron trichloride. was subjected to. the arc dis@
.charge. Small amounts of tetrachlorodiborine Were actually obtained under these con-
ditions. The procedure does not, however, seem a desirable one for the :preparation

-of this compound (P.R. XX VI, P3 and P.R. XXXVII, p 5).

Although-the experiment supports the interpretation just discussed, another,.
very similar one, is conceivable. One might assume that, in the discharge, borontriehloride is dissociated to. BC12 and chlorine atoms. The latter react equally

readily with hydrogen or with mercury, and are thus removed whether the boron tri-
chloride is passed through the arc in the presence of mercury or of hydrogen. The
fragment BC12 may, however, be able to react with hydrogen but not with mercury.
-Hence in the presence of the former the main boron containing product may be HBCl 2
which polymerizes and then disproportionates, whereas in the presence of mercury the
BC1 2 fragments polymerize to the diborine derivative. Data are ]a eking to ascertain
which of the two possibilities is thermodynamically the more likely.

be One mole of tetraohlorodiborine resets with 8 moles of dimethyl-
amine to form a new compound of empirical formula B(NR3 ) 2 X' which in all proba-
bility is tetramethylaminodiborine, ioe., B2 (NR2 )4 in Miidh R* -H. The preparation
analysis and a few of the properties of the compound are described in P.R. XXXVII,
p 4, and P.R. XXXVIII, pp 4-5.

e. One mole of tetrachlorodiborine reacts with two moles of trimethyl-
amine to form a product of empirical formula BCI NRS (in which R w CH3 )# as has been
shov.n by analysis (P.R. XXXVII, p 4). It was anaicipated that the compound is an
addition product of 2 moles of trimethylemine with one of the ohloroborine, ioe.,
B2C04 22F R3 . However, a determination of the molecular weight by the freezing point
lowering method, using benzene as a solvent, gave a value of 1105, which is almost
four times the expected value of 279. Experiments are under way to ascertain whether
this unexpected result is real or is due to the formation of solid solutions of ben-
zone and the compound.
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The -compound is a-.white, very stabl.e solld rhich, thouagh it tinters Somewhat
-at 1250 C and shows sipis of softening at 195 C, melts without noticeable decem-
position at about 2280 .C if heated in an atmosphere of nitro-gene Xt ts soluble in
benzene and in diethyl. ether; its solubility in isopentanie is so slight that efforts
to o-,tain the molecular weight in this solvent were unsuccessful (P.R. XXXIII, p 5).
It is- far, le ss reacotive. than tetradcIhiorodiborine itself. Thus, it does inot react
with hydrogen nor with dibqrane,, as does tetra chlorodiborine 1 instead of liberating
hydrogen chloride when trepted with ethyl alcohol, it absorbs two moles- of the latter!-

(P.R XXXIIp4)

J The possibility of' hydrogenation of the compound B Cl 2%~ hat been investti-
gated. Before discussing this aspect of our present worki it is desirable to revie,
what had been done on the hydrogenation of tetrachiorodiborine itself. In earlier

Ireports (P.R. MXIII, pp 3-4,. March, 1949, P.R. =XIV, pp, 5-7, June, 1949, P.R.-*1
XXXV, p 1) it wa8 pointed out that neither lithium hydride nor lithium aluminum
hydride in the presenoe of diethyl ether reacts with either tetrAqhloro or tetrabro-.
modiborine. Then the investigation of the ]a tter reaotion was planned,, it was
thought that the initial products might be diborane and the., hypothetical idiborin.,
and that these might react, with each other to formdiyotrbrae

4LiBi + B2014  - 4LiCJ. *- , +, 1B2

BZH4 + B2H6 B01lO

Actually* some dihydrotetraboriane was Qbtaiiled, but the amount. of this oompound was
much smaller, and the amount of diborgne produced Was much greater than these equa-
tions demand. Lowering the temperature at which the reaction vao carried out de-
creased the realtive amount of diborane and increaaed that of the tetraborane. At

4 still lower temperatures, :achieved by the use of aluminum borohydride., the ratio of
diborane to tetraborane wa-s still further decreased.

These obaearvations could be. interpreted on the basis of the preceding equations

provided it Is assumed that the excess of diborane and the deficiency of -tetraborano
-are due to the great instability of the latter. The appearance of still smaller
amounts of pentaborane and -decabQrsine might be similarly interpreted. The data ob-
tained were, however, not sufficient to serve a-s a confirmation or denial of the
hypothesis.@

Futrther vork, on t his reaction was deferred because of its complicated course,
until a study could be made of the reduction (hydrogenation) of the compound
B2C14 *2WR3. The greater stability of the latter makes the study simpler, anid the,
presence of trimethylamine might stabilize any initial reaction products, which might
otherwise disprop'ortionate or decompose. The first such reaction studied was its
behavior toward lithium aluminum hydride (P.R. =XVII, pp 4-5). A volatile crystal-
line product of 1 - 2 mm vapor tension at room temperature was obtained, but was
obviously not homogeneous because it contained aluminumi and boron in variable pro-
portions. It may have, been A mixture of the compound AlH3*MR with some unidentified
boron ocmvound, an assumption m4de plau~ible by the fact that the sample of lithium
aluminum hydride used was, later found contaminated ith aluminum hydride.

The reaction should be stu~died further, but this w-ork was postponed to allow time
for the investigation of the behavior of the compound B2Cl42MZ13 toi~r lithium boro-
hydride. The initial experiment produced diborans,, trimethyleniine bovine, End as yet
unidentified' nonvolatile zmterials.o It is evident that there is# not enough tri-
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methylamine t-oconver-t all of the diborane to trimethylamine borine or to react on-"
pletely ,ith either the hypothetical B2H4 or the B4HIO, Further studies in the
presence of excess trimethylamine are in progress (PMR. XXxVIII, pp 5-6).

d. Tetrachlorodiborine does not react with methane or with hydrogen-
chloride at room temperature-F.R. X'J p 3 ..

00e Summaries of reactions of tetrachlorodiborini studied in preceding
years are found in P.R. 1948 p 2' a~d M.R. 1949 pp 4-6.

IL. B. Subohlorides other than Tetrachlorodiborine. Little progress has been made
--in the study of the trace of volatile crystallihe white material often observed as
a very minor contaminant oftttetrachlorodiborine. Thus far the amou4t collected has
proved to b1e too small for even a qualitative analysis, in other words, it is not

yet even certain that it is a boron compound. Efforts to- improve the yield of the,
material have been unsuccessful (P.R. XKV, p 2).

Ehou-gh of the slightly volatile, viscous red decomposition product of tetra-
chl:orodiborine (P.R. LXXII, p 10, Dec. 1948) has been obtained for a preliminary
analysis, as is true also of the nonvolatile white solid decomposition product., For
the red material the BsCi ratio was l.0.0O91, or nearly hiIs for the vhite, 5.13.0
(P.R. X>MVII pp 5-6). ' hen attempts were made to determine the molecular weight of
the red material in solution, it was discovered that it undergoes slow decomposition
even at room temperature. There are indications that this decomposition may be in-
hibited by the pressure of boron trichloride, a possibility now being explored.
These observations, however, throw doubt on the reliability of the analytical data,
since the material analyzed may not have been homogeneous.

III. The Preparation of Calcium and of Sodium Aluminum Hydrides.

After long continued and unsuccessful efforts, satisfactory procedures for the

Spreparation of both calcium and sodium aluminum hydrides have finpily been developed.
It is quite possible that the preparation of the former compound may be still fur-
ther improved by applying to it the ideas developed in connection with the sodium
:compound, as will be described below.

III. A. Calcium Aluminum Hydride.

The best procedure so far developed ror the preparation of this compound is
still that described in P.R. XXXII, p 11, Dec. 1948. It consists of the treatment 'of
calcium hydride with the diethyl etherate of aluminum chloride in dimethyl ether,
followed by evaporation of the dimethyl ether and extraction of the residue with
tetrahydrofuran. The procedure suffers from the slowness of the reaction and a
moderately low yield.

Attempts to improve the procedure by carrying the reaction out in tetrahydro-
furan were unsuccessful. At ordinary temperatures there was no appreciable reaction$
at reflux temperature reaction occurred, but the product was impure, because,, as was
shown experimentally, metal aluminum hydrides react with this sblvent at reflux tem-
peratures. Other solvents were dimethylcellosolve, dioxane, and n-ethyl morpholine;
none of these wa satisfactory (P.R. XXXV, pp 3,8).

141
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It seems more than likely that the additign of sxiiall amounts of calcium chlor-..
ide or of lithium chloride may improve the result, as is described below for the,
c oase of sodium aluminum hydride

III. B., Sodium Aluminum Hydride.

Sodium aluminum hydride was initially prepared by the reaction of aluminum bro-
Mide on sodium hydride in the presence of dimethyl ether,. A pure product in fromL
60-65% yield was obtained, but the reaction ras not considered a desirable one be, -
cause of the use of the relatively expensive aluminum brcmide, and the neoessity of
carrying out the reaction and the filtrations under the 6-7 atmospheres pressure of
dimethyl ether at room temperature. alumin..

The numerous unlsucces:sful efforts: to obtain satisfactory results vith Aluminum
ohloride instead of the bromide need not be recounted. The most recent of them are h
reviewed in P.R. XXXVIII, pp 6-7. Recently, however, success has been obtained as
a result Of the consideration that the reagent actually reacting ,ith the metal hyd-r,
ride is the AlX4  ion (X = Cl or Br) rather than the simple halde A!X$.

To implement this hypothesis sodium hydride was treated with aluminum chloride
and a small amount of lithium chloride in tetrahydrofuran. (Lithium chloride was
employed because it is known to dissolve in ethers containing aluminum chloride,

j whereas that is not true of sodium chloride.) In the absence of lithium chloride,
the corresponding reactions do not occu-r at all or are slow or incomplete, and fail
to produce a pure product. But in the presence of lithium chloride a pure product
was obtained in what was probably a short time, although the reaction was allowed
to continue for 3 days to assure completion*

The details of the reaction are given in P.R. XXXVIII, pp 7-8, where also the
details still to be settled before the solution of the sodium aluminum hydride prob-
lem may be considered complete are discussed, as well as the contributions of these
observations to an understanding of the "induction period" in the reaction between
lithium hydride and aluminum chloride.

IV.- Thermal Decomposition of Lithium Borohydride and of Monomethyl Lithium Boro-
hydri-de -.. ... .

Repeated inquiries from individuals working on a variety of government supported
investigations, about the observation reported by Schleslnger and Brown, JACS 62,
3429 (1940) that the early stages of the th6rmal decomposition of lithium borohyd-
ride is reversible, led us to reinvestigate the reaction. Ie were unable to con-
firm the earlier observation although we studied the decomposition under a variety
of conditions. It was also shov.n that the decomposition of the monomethyl deriva-
tive, i.eoLi(BH3 QH3):is a continuous, nonreversible process (P.R. XXXV, pp 3-4, and
P.R. XXXVI, p 6).

Catalysts greatly acce'lerate the decomposition. It seems possible that the,
very small quantity of lithium borohydride (6 mg) used by Schlesinger and Brown may
have contained an impurity which acted as a catalyst, and thus formed traces of
lithium hydride to which the reversibility observed may have been due.

CI
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V4 Reaction of Lithium Borh ie with BdrazineHydrochloride.o

It, is resonable1a to hope that the reactions of hydrazine and its derivatives
With diborane prnd its derivatives might lead to, interesting new types of boron-i
nitrogen-hydrogen compounds. The work has at present ju4st begun,#

Because of the ready -availability of the starting materials, we began the work
witha preliminaxy study of the reaction between lithium borohydridip and hydrazine
-dihydrochioride,. both in the absence of solvents and in diethyl ether. As vos to be
expected from the behavior of amine hydroohlorides toIArd the borohydride,, about I
-mole, of hydrogen wams evolved per mole of the borohydride at room temperature, and
about 2 moles at, higher temaperatures. The study is ootplicated by the, fact that
as-ide from hydrogen and traces of diborane., no other volatile products are obtainedi.
Wei are, therefore.,. postponing the further study of th-is. reaction until vie have in ve s-

tited the presumably simpljer one 'between diborn n yrzn.Telte re-
aigenit was supplied t-6o us through, the oourtedy of, the- Naval Reiearch Laboratory.p

Pub-licati ons-.

I.- A. paper by'T. 7,Jartik, R. 4ii. iboore, and He I, Schlesinger on tetrachioro
diborinre is to be Presented at the September ieet-ing of the American, CfteMical6 Society
S6ociety, and will be submitted for publication before long.

2. Two -papers by T.. T'1AAkii and Hi -I:* Schlesinger on the reactions of lithium
a luminum hydride on alkyl compounds of the metals are being prepared for publication.

3. A paper by G.. 11. Sohaeffer,, Riley Schaeffer and H. I# Schlesinger on the
preparation of borazole -by the a-cti-on of amimonium chloride on lithium borohydride
and on the action of boron halides on borasole has been submitted for publication.

4. The work, on the preparation of sodium and calicium, aluminum hydrides by
T. 7rlartik, G. Urry, and H. Io Sohies-inger should soonl be in, shape for publication.
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. Progr ess Report No. XXXV on Contract ij6ori-20 T.Q.-X

for the ,period July 1, 1949 - September 30, 1949

by -

" . I. Sches-inger and T. Wartik

in oollabbration with

R. E. Moore, Riley Schaeffer, Mdartin Steindler And G. Urry

The period covered by this report includes the va-cations due the
members of the staff as University employes. Furthermore, a large -part
of the work undertaken is experimentally difficult and time.-constuming, ,.-

For both of these reasons, progresas has been relatively slow-.

The work undertaken has covereds

I. 'Further borazole studies:
- Add'i-in-a~l-d-t'-on-the physical constants of mono and dichlooro,

and of mono and dibromoborazoles have been obtained. The present report
includes, in addition to the new"dita, a sumnary oSf all of the data
hitherto reported.

(b) The mono and dichloroborazoles may be reduced to borazole by
either lithium aluminum hydride or lithiuml borohydride.

(0) A few additional data are reported on the slow room temperature
decomposition of borazole. As explained in the experimental part of the
report, these data have proved themselves difficult of interpretation.

II. Further studies on halogeno diborines and on other subchlorides of.boron.-.. . . .. ... . .... ...

( "All efforts to hydrogenate chloro and bromodiborines by lithium
aluminum hydride and lithium hydride have failed. The latest exr-eriment,
that is, the treatment of tetrabromodiborine with lithium hydride in :the
presence of diethyl ether, led to no result. Details of the exoeriment
need not be reported. Attention is called to the hydrogenation of tetra-
chlorodiborire by lithium borohydride, and the complications involved in
this reaction (P. R. XXXIII, pp 3 - 5, and XXXIV, pp .5 - 7).

lT-The abbreviation P. R e progress reports, the ab!revieti-F R ,
to firal reports. Progress Reports I to XI, inclusive, are bound ,ith the
final report for the year, July 1, 1944 to June 30, 1945 (F. Ri. 45); P. R.
XII throurh XXIII vith i'. R. 46; P. R, XXIII through XXVI with F. ,P. 47;
P. R. XXVII through XXX with F. R. 48; and P. R. XXXI through XXXIV with

I" . 9

ii ..

)h ' 1
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(b) Regotion of tetrachlorodiborine 'with hydrogen.
In a '- eIn an earlier experiment in Which only 6 mr. of tetrachicro-

diborine were treated with hydrogen, the data indicated that all '(or nearly
all) of the chlorine -(98) was converted to boron trichloride (P. R. XXXI, -

p. 4). Repetition of the experiment on a considerably larger ocale has
thuii far led to only 8O0% recovery of the chlorine as boron chloride. It is
corceilvable thet, because of the very small quantities involved in thees~rler exerimnt, te dat arein eror. -t is equally likel'iht h
aerlier experiment, the data are in error. IT e that the

• di ff'etence between the earlier experiment and the one on a somewhat larger

-'scale is due to, some difference in the conditions, Obvi-ously, if all of'
the chlorine can be converted to boron trichloride, analysis ,of' the residue
and the interpretation 'of the results will be greatly simplified. Although
some time was devoted to an attempt to separate the several products
obtained in the deiely inent, the data wil not be reported

further until it is. definitely ascertained that the earlier results are n-ot
orroducible,

(c) Among the reactions o:f tetrechlorodiborine reported in preliminary
fashion was its behavior toward ammonia, whiph appeared to be complex (P. R.
XXXI, p. 8). The reaction iith trimethylamine has now been shov-n to be
simpler, in that approximately 2 moles of the amine react with one mole of
the tetrachloride. An interpretation of this observation and i:ts bearing
on the ammonia reaction are discussed later in this report.

(d) In the preparation of tetrachlorodiborine 'by the arc process (F. R.
48, pp 22 - 24) very small amounts of products less volatile than the tetra-

Il , chloro compound have been observed, It seems likely that these are homo-
logues of tetrachlorodiborine, such as B3 C1 5 , B4C16 etc. A little of these
products has now been collected from the byproducts in the preparation of

'1 ~the tetrachloro compound. A wh*te solid, readily sublimable in vacuo (vapor,
tension at about 300 C. approximately 0.5 mm), and at least moderately
stable, has been isolated. Futther description is deferred to a later
report, since analyses and further studies are now 'in process.

(e) Attempts to improve the yields of the "'subchlorides".of boron.

(1) A mixture of boron trichloride and tetrachlorodiborine was
passed through the discharge apparatus (F. R. 48, pp 22 - 24) in an attempt
to prepare the hypothetical hipher chloroborines. Pone of the desired
compounds was obtained; the only result was the complete disappearance of the
tetrachloro compound. In another experiment, the tetrachloro compound,

unaccompanied by boron trichloride, was subjected to the discharge. On a
sinfrle pass, all but 3.1 cc of 30.5 cc (gas at S. C.) had been converted to
an orange brovmi deposit and to 29.0 cc of boron trichloride. Evidently,
these methods of securing larger quantities of the desired products are not

feasible, and there is no reason for reciting details.
(2) As a result of the failures reported in the preceding

paragraph, efforts have been and still are directed tovward improving the
yields of the tetrachloro;defiv~tive. 'Aiong these was tne use of powdered
aluminum in the discharge tube as a means (in addition to the nercury vapor)

for removing the chlorine probably formed from boron trichioride under the
influence of the discharge. The yields (average-of two runs, 45%) and
conversion (averar'e of two runi, 3.1%) were of the same order of mapnitude
as were obtained in the -absence of aluminum, and the procedure has trie great
disadvantage that the aluminum greatly retards the rate of flow through the
discharge tube. No fTrther detailE about these experiments are to be given.
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' (3) Carbon monoxide fail.ed to reduce boron trichioride to a
* Nbrind homologue under a variety of, conditton-s, e.. F,., at room ternerature,

at 1100 0, and 35Q C, or under the influ'nc.e of ultraviolet lie~ht.
WI (? 1ethane andO hydrogen chloride havte beer. shovai not t.o react apre

cibl ith tetra chiorodiborine, s~~eteonly ch-nge osvA were those
-whi ch might have resulted from the, spontaneQu-s decornpositi.on of t-he tera-

ch'loro derivative under the conditions of the experimenpt., The exneriments:
were- cerried out at room - etneratuxre over periods of' from a) -0 minutes.

.1II. Prenaration o.f Calciuio Aluminm Elyd

(,k) The reactiont of calcium hydride on the. diethyletherate of a inninum
chloride in tetalnhyerofuran as a solvent has been studied fuirther. At ro-om

te-eaure no aproecinble amllouXt_ -of' oloiuma aluminumn hydride was obtained
aferte dysstirrina of the mixture. At reflux te-tiperature of the mixture,

however, reaction occurred after a two hour tratUmena hw ytefc
that the solutitam contained cek-iim, aluminum mnd hydrogen in. the estomia ratio

. -a 1,a1 lc 8 6 .1 a d6,i t ional 2 houxr heetim: at refluN temperatuirt improved
the result ian tha t the ratio h,20 becomre 'a Al 2  - 7 2 .Btafrte etn

cerid of abotut 12 hours causeda diminution o . a octive, hydromen content
as seer fom the observed CRIJ%1 Ca 1 1 4 -8 r. The fa3ct t.Nat the ratio Ca/Al
remsired practically -constant -while the relative amount of active hydrogen

d~eceasd,. ugiests that at ref liax temperature tetrahydrofuran is relucedby-
ILalumninum hydrides,j presuniably to comPou,ds~of ions of the tyo-e (Al:7x (o) 4 *x),
pSuch a re-oction would, obviously d-crease the ii/Al ratio withouat a-1-tein the,

Ca/J. ratio in the reaction under dis-cussion. This suggestion has been
-onilirmed by showiing that hydro'(.-n is lost whfen ;96,lutions of lithium aluminum

hlydride in tetrafuran are mai;tained at refluk temperatures, as; described in
the ex7perimental part Of the report.

The reactions of calciumh,,hydride *,i-th-d uihnm.. hloiide in the presence
-of dimpethy. cellusolvo,in dioxane anid in N~ethyl morpholine at about 600 C

-were 9lso studied. In no ca~.e was evidence for th-e formation of culcium alu-
mainum",hydride obtained. In the reacotion in F-ethyl morpholine, considerable
cleavage of the ether by aluminum chloride seemed to occur, illethEor the latter,
was adc'ed directly or as a dicithyletra.

It is proposed to carry olvt only onc further set of exp~eriments on this
reaction, in order to ascertain %!heth(er there is a temperature belo4~i that of
ref lux, at.vwhich rfe!action occurs without appreci abe reduction of the solvent.
Should ro ipoentresult, vto shall lct the matter rest w ,ith t1-e -orocedure
describod in. P. R. XtXXII,p, 11, -.hioh, though not conveniert ir gl~ass apparatus
can -,a vary ensiIly carried out in s mectal re, ctor capable of Vrith-anding
from 5 -ratmospherrs pressure.

IV. Thernial Decomposition of Lithium 2 orohydride.

Schlesirr-cr and i C. Brdin, in their orifrinal noper on lithium bore-
hydride 62, 3429 (1940)) rcported that at from. 2750 2800 C, the
comn3ound loses ab",oit one hal- Of its hydrogen. Forther loss of hydrogen was

*report!:d as being very slo,7.* It vies D_1rth,.r reported tatt hydrorem v.s
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reabsorbeqd by the' re, idu.e vhea. the temperature iaq 'loveored.. It was, reog-
nized at the time that these observations: needeod verification*i ,Anoececnl~i one

-experim~ent wa'q coried out,, and' involve( only Q mgv., of~ tie borohyjdide, which
might not have been pure..

4ttez1p7bS to riepie4t thi-o obsc-rvtion have been, unsuczessafti thtis far.
inthe, absec of cata lystjs th-e 'los - of~ hydrogen is ve-ry sloim at ao, t -200Q

andthre s loevi.Jen-ce of, a chango of rate at. any c ooncen tre tton. r-n t',e

tre inoet rpre at lower temnperatiare and

p -,en i ofRal nictel tre given oipiy o soreprmnsi tihdfnt
goesito roleult heve l~i been o tie.bl -bIn th ane o o neainT es

despperi"Drtionvs of Dloene revncwevbcae" thy Thae i notik difr.e 0e

2;the doecribOterppsa in~ pre~rr ports. in.ecs feirmi~ssil

Exnerimetlatert

Ex~rimn~t~ld~rte re.g~en-o),41y rexertments on bore lchi- bro
Pasiiveresall, hve ben bta voaIntle slidf nodutst btie vm

.t~aotontedthonr. -2- G nd'30 Ctrans. The white crystalline solid
retained in the -500 C melted at 49,.5o - 50.005 C. Aralysis bit tbe hydrolytic,
methods Dreviously used f'or halopenoborhzcles c-ave tire retults recorded in,

Tablel I.

Ax~sysisOT .- Diroio razole

-.4~h '4r 2 Hiyroy'ble11 H Br
!ei-ht oft(rirnoles) (r.mofes) (m ols

sain -le (mS.) obs. ca le. -obs' cabe. obs. Cel. oh.3 ca lC.

11. 0 0.038 0.038 GC0'l3 0.114 0.092 0.1.141 0-.070 0,076
9.0 0.0.32 0.,038 '0. 3A0 0.114 0'.la0 0.114 -- -

Thp agreeirent. bet,-:en observed 2nc-olrzulted value-s is r'ood ih view of the
smsll samAes aveilable. Vanor tension moaurements were- riwda at elevated
temperatures. The dats:e aovc 50 C. -are exprrse by the ecjuation:

Log P a9.352 -284.9

TV
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ixhi-oh was obtained bythe me tho d of ).eaeet sqae.The extrapolated boiling
1boint Is 1.670 C; the hoa~it of noiqi 13,Q'27 cal,/rnole; _apd t4he Trouton
onzitait, 29.6. 'Vapor tcn-sion data. and tc~rnaeraturez oaloult,,ted for caah

fteo ,021ro thle above ecat-ion Are recoordeed in Table 11 for, copar.,soi..

±an.e I e

Vapo Te-s~on~of 13'.Dfib~tromo IBorazo2.e

* -
1 obs. - .00.6

0.9 ~3.8
2-2 0_16 7 )at or bel-ow

5.7 3i.2331.4
9.340Q.9 -.- 39.8
182a5. 3152 1

31.5 IS62P_.3 1 332.
122.4~0 -392 .1

' .onobromo borazole has bee;n found to b-e sonie-O,hat less stable thar the
corres nondinc. ohioro com-bound. Thns a slmvle of nionobromo bora'ole- decomnosed
,over a Period of fiva days at r om t uvr-o~ -to rive hyd-rogem, 9.nonvolatile
whit' solid end a matceri~l maore volptile than brornoborazolo, oeaunably
borazole itsrlf.

Table III containjs, a swmriy of' thep ahytsical properties of holo boreatole-s.
Iaptinp oints of ohioro borazo~.e.s re rccorded in additicy t10 doto nrowiictsly
renorted,

Ta be 1. 11

Physical Properti-es of Iiim Borazoles.

A~rul&h M~-w. M.W* m.Pe :ora1 H Trouton- LoF P B -A/M

m~1o. obs. C. b..p. -Va. Constant A , B:
~C. c~mol.

V3'C 1 114.9 117.5. -3.6 10.9.1r C,,445 22.1 1 84 0' 7.703

3Vi1r 159.4: 163 -32. c 122.3- 9,939 2 5 .1 2,17 2 8.373

~j 13 C12  149.4 33.5 151.9 9,125 141.5 ,9 7-5-72

B313 14.,r2 2,38.4 50.0 167.1 13,037 S,9 . s 2,3 4 9.352

*Tho unusually high ye The for Trouto'' crxistant nrobably has no 1nv-ortant
s im *fi ca.n ce . Tocxtrapolotii 11or w boilin, poil-t is larpe (ebout 500 C)
and a rlivuht error in the sop(c of, Vv.. vapror tersica curveou16 p.roduce a
lerrc error in th~value -of t -E: o. 64-nt.
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(b) Reducot :i o-f B-monoqchloro PornzoleA'

The reaction of' M. cc.q pf monctchloro borazole wit]h ean c-s s.O~
lithum borohydride, at roomf temparFture for, tvonty-Opni houra in the abst~nce
of solven..It raz 7.5 oc. of b-orazole -nd 4.3 cc., OfP dibo-rRen. Thoese .datej fit
the- oot:ation of tho expTectead rea-ct-ion,

,iE4  1)'- 3JHSCI -- iCl + +2.BI6 + -

Lithium aluminum hydrid.? appeoAs to be. equally effective as a IreduoirngF agent,
Tbuvt this: experiment ha.,, miot-a yet b-(_cn comrleted. A siell, am-n~ot o-'l: rrae
v.r,,s Protulced in tie rea-ction and the zero vapor tension of the pro du ct xAs P
81) mma. in contra-st to that of pure borazole, 84.8 mm., Sinpo the- lithium
Eluminum hydride va S deposite-d f rom an ether s olution afnd th-e solid heat~ed,
only one houv Pat 60 - 650 -0 a trace - T-e-s-2dusl1 rethcz pmay be preshunt in the0
i.rotucz, acc-ounting for t.,e hit~h vepor trnsion,.

T~i~ reduction of' di~hloro boras-ole *ith 1ithium -aluminu ydieaper
to take place in the absi:aca oT solv ,nt, -but acomplete report of' this regiptiofl
cannot be ma-de at the prusent time.

(a) The Slow Dtcor.',osition of Borazole

As reported in P. R. _CXXIV,p,. 4, obot 4 g.of bore zole decomposed -in
V obout two mont-us to -ive 452 cc-. of hydrogen !Ind 34.5 cc.of diborane. TheI

rcmeaznin mixture vas fr-,,ctionsatcd throvth fraps kept at -110 C, -45.1 C, and
-1969 C. Bora.zol.e an-d traces. of diboratne vier(- retaired. in tnc latter tr:-,!-.
On m~arminp, the -4 6P C trap was found to contain lpuie.-, while a white solid
was retained in the -110 C trap. A-tanevts to purify th: fc-rrncr wcrz. unsuc-
cesful, duei to a moderaetely ripir d:,comsition, et room tcanncratlrc to grive

dibora -ne ond ez nonvolttile -white solid. T E; vi-por tonsicn of this m.ntevial
at room trnpcraturc wa -s *Ibout toin nm., *)ut moreo tiaan doublre. dur.'.6 . tt n
rainutce poriod at room texapcratvure., Attem_,ptti to moe surc, tliv r-Ts Pe.nsityv wvrr
unsuccovgful. T!he solid ra)tvi-ad in t-.e -110 C tr.9p aia6 dec6omnos;d slovrly
durin,- tttvmrts at purification -ivinr, eiibor .nt en nonvol,1'tile' rhito solid.

-Pcth fraotione viere purifi.d -is muctk .as posd '.1r' a~nd, hy6.olyzsd.
IM01tioel dets for the.Lse frivtime ,,nd for the r 'onvolatilc vzhit,: solid
Produ.ced in tho initiel d,.cooknosition of' borazol.-e nrc giver in Tpcbl:-, IV.

Table IV

Compound SaImple Boron K!itrotzen ;Iydrolys ,bE lydropr

-volptil.i liquid . 4.53 3.96 4.12
voLtile solid . 1.85 1.76 1 .!_
nonvolatile solid 289 ll:lL0.59

50.9 1.98 2.02 1.09
- . 0.59
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It is intoresting to note that in the nonvolatile solid, the atomic
ratio Bi~fll in two expcrime-nts avcrarces 1.O000.995s0,53, or v(,.ry nearly
B N i Fu.~rthermore, the sum of the weights of th,' nitrogern, the boron -,nd
t~oehydrogen constitutes ove:r 995', of the weights of the material anslyzed.

i~ecrtele~,it does not sacm permissible to assumc. that th: formnula is that
indicoted by the anatlysis, since the ;infilyticcl procedure yields only thae
nmount of hydrogen ttached to boron, ind does not shov, the hydrogen a-ttac-hed
to nitro-.en. it is, therefore not yot J!=nstrai tha t tho nonvolatilo solid
is a homofgeoneous mnatcrial. Similor ccmments epaly to tha, anrlyscs of the two
othcr products, execet that in the an-alyses of these, the we !ight of .s.tmplo
vims not obtatired bcceause of their rapid decomposition.

II (b) Th r-pproximat,, ly 1 1/2 hovrs, 3-8.2 cc. of B2 ,C14 (C.as et S. C.) absorbed
154 cc. of hydroit-en, ard Prokiucod 40.8 cc. of boron trio'hloridc. - !!d all of
tho chlorine, b(,en oonvk.rted to boron tr.iehloride, the. quantity ok the letter
would: h:a ve ben approximtely 51 cc; in other wlords, only 800 of the. expectod
amouint of boron chloride wa s obt:?incd. Vii~ry . amount of hyrdrogren
sbsorboed is only about 5 of thrnt -,xVpcotc.d for a ruLction exfctly likc the
smaller ecrtlc *e--xvorinaent initiilly oarricid out (P. k. )0,XX, P. 4)-. Furthor-

,more, the orip:inal e:xperimcnt ravo riec to v siall qua.-ntity of bbl~himnblc
white solid; no corresponding -werel~as observed in thc p:c-sent experimont.
In the letter, 6&nfbr of volvtil.e products continint.- boron, chlorine :!nd
hydrof~cna wro obte-ined.

Experiments arc. undf-r way to ascertzin i~ihothcr the diffeorence it tho
results ere duc to incompleteness of reaction in the miore roent experimcnt,
or whether in it conditions wcre, such that parti ,l chiorinstior of "m
initiel-,ly produced bortane occurred.

(o) Tnimothyl-smine vas purifi.d by treatmont with phosphorus 0,:-ntoxidco in
a sealed tubc -t 1000 C for 15 hours* Of the purificd mtitcria-l (00 C tension,
698 mm, occeptcd value 681 mm), 5.4.5 cc. (pos at S. C.) was cord(nsed on 9.13
cc. of ttctrt~ohlorodiborinc. ji viporous rerction, coating th( ;.l. of the
reaction vesn~l vith a whitc donosit, sct in before the mixture h-,d vn rmcd to
room temprature. The mixturc ,%ns ne(verthzlcss -llovfd to st -0~ for 24 hours
r-t room temnrature, veftLr 'which time the volatile contents wcre, rcanovod. The
varor tiension of the voletile mteiil vas 178.7 mm at -300 C (mtting brCo-
bonzonc) whnrcos the ,cceptod vrilue for trimethylemino Is 179 mm. Thn volume,
of rges was 37.0 cc. shovring t~at 17.5 cc. of' the ami4ne had rcooticd r-ith the
9.13 cc. of B2 C14 . a ratio of, F(Gil3 )3/B 2 C14 - 1992/1.,00.

It, therefore, scens vrobcblo th.at an eddition reaction yielding tho
4 productt

had been obtained. The corrcsraydirr roiction -rith oni:onia might Initially
hove formad a similar raditimn iroduot# irhich could, howevvt~r hrvr. reacoted
further with sammonia according to the aquations
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B2 C14 2NE 3  + 4YIH3  -- 4NH4C1 + (RTBUH)

* This equation accounts for the fact that one mole of tetraohlorodiborine
absorbs (approximately) 6 moles of ammonia (P. R. XXXI, p. 8). It has been
showm that the product of the ammonia reaction contains ammonium chloride, but
further study of the nonvolatile residue is needed to confirm the observation.
It will be especially interesting to ascertain whether this product is the
same as the substance (BNE)x reported by Stock and Pohland, Der. 59B, 2215
(1926).

The trimethylamine addition product seems very stable at room temperature
and is sublimable without decomposition when gently warmed. Because of this
stability ,it was thought that the relatively unstable tetrachlorodiborine
might be stored as the aminate. It is, however, impossible to regenerate the
simple chloro compound by treatment of the aminate with either boron tri-
chloride or trifluoride.

It is considered unnecessary to discuss further the details of items
II (a), (d) (e) Dnd (f) of this report.

III. Preparation of Calcium Aluminum Hydride. Action of lithiuma aluminum
hydride on tetrahydrofuran.

The experiments on the reaction of calcium hydride with the diathyl
etherate of bluminum chloride in tetrehydrofuran need no further description,
but it seems desirable to describe the evidence supoorting the conclusion,
discussed earlier, that aluminohydrides reduce tetrahydrofuran. A solution
of lithium aluminum hydride in that solvent vas prepared by dissolving a
sample of a commorcial product in the sc lvent and then removinr the ins.oluble
residue by filtration. Two aliquots of approximately 10 ml. were taken; one
was analyzed as 2 blank and the other washeated at reflux temperature for four
hours. The blank renerated 58.9 co. of hydrogen per gram of sample, *heroas
the refluxed aliquot generated only 28.8 cc. of hydrogen when hydrolyzed in
the usual way. The approximately 501o decrease in active hydrogen is adequAte
evidence that our interpretation of the difficulty in the preparation of
calcim aluminum hydride in totrhydrefuran is a valid one. Som curious
observations in connoction vtth the rate of loss of active hydrogen are boing
studied further and, if confirmedo will be described in later reports.

IV. The lithium borohydride used in this study of its thermel decompouition
vms a sample recrystallized from ether, and was shovn by the volume of
hydrogen evolved to be of 96.4W purity, A 0.1117 g. sample of the product
was -alorly heated to about 2700 C in an vacuated systen. At 2000 C a small
pressure (2 mm) developed but remained constant, The temreture was main.
tained at from 268 0 C to 2870 C for 19 hours during whioh timo the pressure
sloly rose to 70 ms. Cooling of the rcaction vessel to room temperature
produced only a smal pressure docroese, indicating that no repbsorption of
hyerojen ocurred. The hydroren obtained was then removcd by a Toopler pumpi
its volume proved to be 16.4 co. (So C.), which corresponds to only a little
over 0% of the amount contained in the borohydride used.

At
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The residual material ieas reheated several times at temperatures varying
from about 2730 to 2980 Co. Between each heating period, the reaction vesse.1
was cooled before removal of the hydrogen, to ascertain whether reabsorption
occurred, but at no time was the decrease in pressure which accompanieO
lovwering of thT temperature preater than that due to the normal contraction
of the gas voluime. During a total oC about 200 hours of heating the material,
only a total of 53.7 cc., or about 2.4 .m.moles of gaseous hydrogen were
obtained. This, quantity is only about 25% of the total hydrogen of the
original sample of lithium borohydride. The product remaining in, the reaction
vessel contained yellowish solids in addition to the white -mchanged bore-
hydride, but it ,as not further investigated.

The slowness of the decompo-sition and the small amount of hydrogen
obtained were in marked contrast to the observations re-ported by Schlesinger
and Brown (op. cit). Since in the latter's experiment, a catalytic impurity
might have, been present, lithium borohydride M-ne mixed with Raney nickel,
prepared by the method of Pavlic end Adki.ns (J.A.C.S. 68, 1471 (1946). The
sample contained about 74- of nickel and 24% of aluminum; it was dried and
heated under vacaum for 10 hours at 1300 C.

In the first experiment, a samrle of lithium borohydride was. .ixed in a
dry box under nitrogen.with an approximately equal volume of the catalyst.
After the reaction vessel conteining the mixture had becn attached to the
line and evacuated,it was heated to 2250 C. in vacuo. INoncondensable gas
was raridly evolved. The heatin." was discontinued several times, but no
reabsorption of gas ms observd. Since the volume of ;s collected exceeded
the total hydrogen contained in the borohydride used, it wes evident that
the Ran ey nickel had either not been degassed campletely,or that it had K
adsorbed nitrogen in the dry box. For this reason, further detai],s of the
experimant are not given.

In the next experiment, a side arm was attamhed to the reaction vessel in
such a ;way that the contents of the tside arm could be added to those of the
resotion tube in vacua. The catalyst was placed into the side arm, and the
borohydride (1.25 m.moles) into the bottom of the reaction tube. The former
rms heted to 2900 C. for 19 hours in vacua, during which time the reaction
vesesl its:-.lf vws at rom temperature. When the system had become evacuated,
the cetalyst (after it was cooled) was allowed to fallcon'the borohydride,
and th6 two were mixed with the sie of two mraMets. The material -sethen
heated. Evolution of rgs seemed to begin at about 2190 C. The sample a r
kept ,.t 2250 C for about 2 hours, und then at 2900 C for about 48 hours. The
ras colleoted at the end of this heating period had a volume of 48.7 cc
(2.17 m moles) and, except for t trace of attri. l, was completely nonoonden-
sable. The volume of ras corr.srondd to about 85% of the hydropen to be
expeoted from complete deeomrosition of the borohydride. Yo reabsorotion
oocurred when t.e rtsiduc war coolcd in contact vith the s !s .s After further
heating at-about 2900 to 2970 C over a period of 70 1/2 hours, the total goo
cvolvee amouted to 2.74 m, moles (about 10;. more than expe oted from empletc
dooomnosition). The oxzeas of gas mirht have beer due to a slow leek In the

*syatem.

t4
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In a fin-al experiment, spccial oare Y1,s taken to dc.crea-se the aluminum
content of thc catilyrt 1by ue(; of concentr~itcd sodium hydroxi,.dec n to avoid
adeorbcd Fass. For the latter purpose, the ce-talyst -oms vie shc-d liith' alcohol,
than driod at 270P '0 rith continubous pumping, ,)nd finally heatead at 3400 C
for 10 hours. The apparetus in which. the mixint of the cata1irt ord Vie

boroh-dride and the hetii.of Vie rnixturc wero carried out v;(-rC socosre
tcd thrit each of tice eomnonents of the mixture. could be sovatl catcd

bcfre"ixi6..Thceqctalyst -ine'-heated for 6 houru at 3100 C. i v P~

tus, the iltium-borohvdrido for 9 hours tit 450) C in vaouo to ronyaove- resid al
cthcr. '.7.xinr~ of the rnatcriEals r.s cvorned out an previously dosc'ribed.

From 4,11 m.rnoleo of the borohydride-,, mxA~. w--ith an approxims.tely c-qua1
volumne of cotalyst, 1.62 in.moles of noncordenaablG gas wovre libcerated in 45
mflVitites at 2400 C. Another hrin eriod of 1 1/4hours at -21.00 , ind 1/2 hour
at 3-000 C brought tie tot-al pas e;volved to .92.2 cc, or 4.12 m"iocs1~ quan-
tity jiust 1/12 of' thA expected for compk to de.ompos'*- " . The prcssurc in
the apperetus at. room temperatur~e was considerably hdij-,r than +.a i h
experirpent of Sehlesinpe-r and -Prown (2.25 ma, is compared with :tot22 mmx);

:nOrthlcS n ra-bertiont of ga~s occurred at room temperature. Furtler

heatirr ,kt 3010P 0 for -a total of 26 hours increased the stmount of Collected
pa to (j.78 nm.mloles. Evollvtion of ' bce d become slow; hecating was continued
at 3300 C end 3 60 0 C, until, ofr total heatingrido 9hor,72

raemolos,-, or 88.4/- of the.- tot,7-lh ha boon e-vclved. Tz'eetinsnt of th,
msdu ith eth~.r showed thit it conci aircd: littl(:, if za.ny, muE'ilsoluble

In this'solvent. This fact dexmenstrmtcd conelusively that th... ga.s evolved
hdresult-d frcn decomposition of the borohyiride rather than from release

of tirsorbaci Cgs by the catalyst.

"a noneC of the ucprImonts v'as the reabsorption of F-ee mrortA by
Sch!LI -r--,r and Erorin obs ,rva.d. The lsfter eutbors i7oriced vdicu minutc

4 ~ian~ieo(6 mr.) of the borohydrido, vwhich might have bkon contaminetcd
wihsome impurity not prescnt in our samp21cs. Since ethyl lithium mwas usud

in the prepaeration of Schlest- r.-r ond Broun's sample, alkyl borohydridcs
TaiL-ht havc been presont. sc re, thcrcoforc, now studying tho thorms.l deom-
position of ocanpounds of this tyno

-, 3
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A 1D RELATUD CCWOUNDS

Prorress Report No, XXXVI on Contract NMori-20, T.O. X

for the period October i, 1949 to December 31, 1949.

by

H.:!. Schlesinger an-d T. 'Wartik

in collaboration with

R., E. L'oore, Riley Schaeffer, lrtin Steindler and G. Urry

The V-ork undertaken during the neriod covered by this report included the
following:-

It Further investigation of tetrachlorodiborine
(a) Attempt to analyze the slightly volatile, red decomposition pro-

duct.
(b) Preparation and analysis of B2CI4"2N(CH3 )3
(c) Reaction of B2C14 *2N(CH3 )3 with LiAIH4 and with LiH.
(d) Reaction of B2C14 with hydrogen,

II, Reduction of trihalogenoborazoles
(a) Reduction of trichloroborazole with lithium aluminum hydride

ard vwith lithium borohydride in the absence of solvent and
in the presence of various solvents.

(b) Preoaration of tribromoborazole
(1) By reaction of trichloroborazole with boron tribromide.
(2) By interaction of am onium bromide and boron bromide.

III. Thermal decomposition of lithium borohydride and of lithium monomethyl-
borohydride.

IV. Modifi~d procedures for the preparation of sodium elwinum hydride.

Of the preceding experiments only items I (d) end III are completed; o the
rest there has been definite but slow progress. Only the experiments in whieA
definite results have been obtained.are reported in detail.
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I. The wrk on, tetrachlorodiborine. has' proved unexpectedly difficult
because of the fact that the compound decomposes with aporecjble speed at tem-
peratures at which it reacts with the reagent-s in which we are at present inter-
ested. -The compound B2C14 .2N,(Cli3)3 is considerably more stable and might under-
go the same types of reactioas which are of interest in the simple tetrachloro-
diborine. For this reason, we are planning considerable work with the trimethyl-
amine derivative, but before this is- to be undertak!en, v-e must make certain of
having ssmples uncontaminated with the substances that might be obtained by
interaction of trimethylamine with impurities in the tetraeChlorodiborine. For
this reason, v1e have spent considerable time in the purification of the chloro-
diborine eand the analysis of' the solid trimethylamine derivative to make sure of
its homoc7eneity. It may be adde d that oonsiderable difficulties wvre encountered
in the analysis of the trimethylaminiate, but it is believed that these diffi-
culties av.: nov been overcome. Since the analyses are not yet quite complete,
de17ails Of' nalytical procedre ad tiheir results will be deferred until the
next progre~ss renort is made.

Preliminary experiments have sho-im that the trimethylanine derivative reacts
with lithium 1luminum hydride to 'ive n moderately volatile product which appears
to contain aluminum. JYeither the- homogeneity of the nroduct nor its composition
have as yet been established. Ther-: are some indications that the amine deriva-
tive may react with lithium hydride, but the observations are not conclusive.

Much of the difficulty encountered in the work with tetrachlorodiborine
has been due to the small quantities available. Hitherto there has been no o-reat
advantage in -reparing larger quantities because of its decomposition at all tern-
peratures not considerably below 0o C. Now that we are planning to work with
the more stable trimethylamino derivative, we are seeking improved procedures
for the preparation of tetrachlorodiborine. In this project, just recently
undertaken, no progress has as yet been made.

Daring the course of the pest few months, we had accumulated a small amount
of the slightly volatile, red, solid decomrosition product of tetrachlorodiborine,
and hav- m~de an attempt to analyze it. The result is not comletely satisfac-

tory, sin-ce etching of the glass occurred during the course of the anilysis. It
may be stated that the Cl/B ratio, so far as can be judged from the oresent
uncertain data, is not far from 1/1."

The most interesting development in the investigation of the tetrachloride

has come out of the study of its reaction with hydrogen. It will be recalled that
earlier experiments resulted in the formation of solid products, amoni wnich
decaborane (B 1 0 HI 4 ) ?Ms suspected (F. P. 49, p. 4. , P.R. XXXI, p. ). Later

1) The "bornviation . 1%. 0 rT rs to the final report for the year ending
June 30, 1949; the abbreviation P. T:. refers to progress reports,

exoeriments, not reported in detail, led to inconsistent results (P. n'. .V, p 2)
which sug'rested that diborane migtht be the initial product of the reaction and
that the mixtures of solid and licuid Droducts obtained might have resulted from

the action of diborane on an excess of the liquid tetrachiorodiborine (Y. R. 49,
p. 5, P. 1z. =III, p. 3).

I-
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This hypothesis was verifted by experiments carried out in ves.,;els large
enourh to allow all of the tetra chiorodiborine to be in the vapor Phase -at room
temperature. A-s rill be sliom in the sectizon of this report devoted to expaeri-
mental details, diborane and boron chloride are the major products of the reaction,
as inidicated, by the ecitiation,

3142 C14  + 3-H2 -~4BC13 + B2H6

Even under these conditions, it ras impos-sible altopether to prevent secon-dary
*reaction of' diborane with the tetrachloro derivative as is shown by% the facts (1)

that the amount of hydroren absorbed3 is less, than demanded.' by 'the eouetion,- (2)
that the amount of boron chloride is -greater and that of dibo-rane less th-an the

-ouscalculated aocord~np to the eaustion from the &mount of hyc.'rogen consumed,
and (3) that sma;ll amounts8 of products cheracteristic of the reaction of tetra,
chlorodibori're with diborane were observed. (see experimentanl details, p. 7).

The observations reported above suc'-rest th. t the initial reaction beptween
hydrogen and tetra chlorodiborir-P ocevrs ar- oretinr to the equations

B2C14  + 2H2 B22lC14

to be follored by the disproortionatiot

"022C14 tl6+ 4BC13

The reaction' is of interest in tw'o respects. In the first place, hydroren
seldomr reacts raptidly at ordingr- temperatures in the absence of catalysts;
although wie- he.ve no megasurements of the reaction r~te,observetioi indicat~s that
before the recctents hnve become diluted, the rea~ction oroceeds with considerable
speed, i.e., most of-the reection is comrnleted in the first 30 or so inimtes.
It may be worthwhile to ascertain whether the reaction is photochemical.

The second point of interest is the relationshin of this reaction to the
preparation of diborane by the arc process (Schlesinger and Burr, JACS. 53, 4321
(193?). It is conceivf.ble that the first step in that process is dissociation of

born ticlorde nt BC 2 fa~ents and chlorine atoms. The latter might then
react with hydropen to Five hydrogen chloride and the former might either react
directly 1ith hydrogen to pive B3Mlff which would disproportionate to diborene
and boron chloride, or first nolymerize to B2C14 and then react with hydroren.

In the original experiments of Schlesinger and Burg, hydroven was present in
large excess, a condition which is desirabl-e when the objective is the 'rreparation
of diborane. It n-ov is desirable to repeat the experiments rith the modification
that boron trichioride is the component in excess,*to 3scert.An whether in the
arc method any tetra chiorodiborine is formed and, if so, whether this procedure
might be an imcorovement over vresent methods of ibrepering tetrac)h1orodiborine,
These experiments have. just been u.nerteken and hove not Prorressed tr enough
for a report.

q4
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II. In view of the fact that a fairly efficient method of preparing B-tri-

Q-chloroborazole has been developed by Brovn and Laubengyerl! its reduction might

i) Reported by Chrles Ao Brove and A. W. Laubengayer, on rage lOP of Abstracts
of Pcirers presented at the September meeting of the American Chemical Society at
Atlantic City, 1949. See also Cornell University thesis of Charles A. Brovn,
Jure, 1948.

well prove to be a mpthod of' rreperix-F borazole far more efficient than any now
available. Such n development would ba of considerable value in oroposed studies
of this comround.

Althou-h Brov and Laubepapaycr rere not successful in their efforts to pre-
pare borazole by the reduction of the trichloro derivative by lithium hydride or
by lithium aluminum hydride in the resence of' n-bntyl ether as a solvent,. we
nevertheless blicve it worthw-hrile to reinvestigate this oroblem, because we
have found that B-moriochloro and B-dichloroborazoles may be reduced to borazole
(p. R. XXXV, pp 1 ond 6). It, thorefore, seems possible that the trichloro deri-
vative mnght also be ei ficiently rodced if the -right conditions could be found.
Our experiments in this direction hrAve thus far mcrely shoaw that reduction by
lithium aluminum hydride or by lithium borohydride does occur, but have not yet
led to a solution of the problem. Consevuently, the presert report will only be
a cue lit:ative description of the ,:work thus far done.

Reaction of solid B-trichloroborazole with solid lithium aluminum hydride
for three days at room temperature Frave a small amount of material having a zero
tension of 83.5 mm, as comparud with the 84.8 mm vapor tensior of borazo-le at
00 C. Renetition of the reaction for 12 hours at 60-650 C. resulted in the
formation of small ,mounts of B-monochloroborazole with only traces of borazole.
This result is not surprisi.g in view of our observation that after heating a
mixture of 1.1 m moles of B-trichloroborazole with 1.7 m moles of borazole at
1500 C. for- 15 minutes, there were present 1.1 m moles of unchanged borazole,:
0.24 m mole of B-monochloroborazole, together with smaller cuentities of the
di- aind trichloro deriva tives, hydrogen and a small Quantity of nonvoletile solid
material. Evidently, borazole undergoes disproportionation with the trichloro
derivative to produce less highly chlorinated borazoles. For this reason, it
does not sem li'cely that the solid-solid reaction between trichloroborazole and
lithium Pluminum hydride will b.come nn e,'ficient nrocedure for the preparation
of borazolc, although we have succeeded in mrking smcll 9mounts of borazole in
this vay for use in other xpoeriments

"ie next -turned our attention to the use of solvents. The first one employed
was d imthyl oellosolve. Lii Brozn -nd Laubngtyer, in their nralorous experi-
monts in which they used n-butyl cther, we observed eiae. thAt intoraction hed
occurred, but were unable to isolatc any borazole by frnctionction of the volatile
miterial. A subsequent test vith e mixtur( of borazolf; and dimethyl c llosolve
shored that ths. two cannot be spcreted by the ordinary frectionuti;V procedures,
but also domonstrited tnat after addition of aluminum chloride, a considorable
portio of thu borazolk could be racovered, Evidently, borazole forms complexes
with ethcra furthermore, the experiment just mentioned indicates that the ether
evrn be rtmovad from some such complexes by Aluminum chloride.
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Since others are the best solvents for lithium aluminum hydride, as well &s
Food solvents forlithium borohydride and triohloroboreazole, they should be the
best media for the redvction of chloroborstzoles, 11e, therefore, rropose first
to study the reaction 'betrecn borazole 'and various ethers and to azcrrtaiL whether
efficient mrethods for the removanl of borazole from such ethers can be found,

Othor solvents tested have been methyleyelohexane and phenylbromide. In the
fonner- lithium nluminum hydride was the reducir; ant.t After throe days nt
room tomnerqature, some reduction to borazole seems to have occurred, since f r'la -
tiovnation of the volatile reaction rroduct-s through a -800 C. trap into one at
-95o0 . pav a apeonaterial 7-hich, according- to analypss,.p-penreQ to be

borazole of 905 purity. Since only a small quantity of this material was ob-
tainedi an attempt was made to hssten the reaction by raisinr, thte temperature to
70-900 C. After 12 hours, no bora-zole was found, 0ossibly because of decompo-
sition of the Droduct.

In phenyl chloride, lithium hydride and lithium borohydride luere the reducing
agents. 7,'ith the former, no evidence of interaction was observed'. From 14.8'
m moles of the latter, after stirrinp- with '3.94 m moles of 73-trichloroborazole in
the solvent in question -and fractiona~ting the volatile *products from time to time,
diborene nnd borazole wie.,e isolated* The quantity of thne latter after 11 days.
stireinr at room temperature, was 0.48 m mole and that of diborene 3.0 m moles.
Since the desired reaction is:

3LiBH4  + B3 N3 Ti3 Cl 3  3LiCl + B.3Y3H6 # i BH

it is evident both that the reaction was far from complete end that it did not
4proceed uniquely in the desired direction. It is probable that mono- and diechloro

derivatives rwere formed. The reaction is sufficiently promising to be tworthy of
further study and to justify the further search for more effective solvents. It
is vlossible that in a 'solvent in which lithium borohydride is soluble, this salt
might prove the most satisfactory reducing agent. Frther rork in this direction
is contemplated.

It seemed possible that the -most effective solvent for the d, sired reaction

mir~at be borazole itself. Our only experiment in this direction was a failure,
since the borazole, added to a mixture of solid B-trichloro)norezole and solid
lithium aluminum hydride; almost completely disan'-eared when the ma~terial was
heated to ref lux temperature for several days. The experiment must, hovever, be
repeated, before any corclusions should be drawn, because, in the one performed,
less borazole was used as solvent than the minimum which would be necessary if
its d~sinroportionation reection with trichloroborazole proceeds more rapidly than
does reduction at the latter. 'Ve are awaiting accumulation of more borezole
before proceeding to further vrk on this aspect of the problem.

Since we have found thfit bromo derivatives are, in reneral, more readily
reduced thtan chloro derivetives, we are Pt present attempting to prepare B-tni-
bromoboresole in order, to study it as a possible source of borazole by reduction
method.. As preparative methods, wse are studyinr the reactions of boron tribrom-
ide with triohlorabora sole and with mmw'iium, bromide. This work has just been
startede Preliminnry indiations are favorable, i.e., in the reaction of borcn
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tribromide with trichloroborazole, hydm En chloride was, formed, and in the reaction
with omnonium bromide, hydrogeni bromide is obteired. But the reaction nroduots
have not vet been serarated into their comoonents, and further comment is still
pre na ttire.

!II. As discussed in P. RI.XXXV, p. 3, the thermal decomposition of' lithium
boroh-dride rss undertaken to confirm observations reported by Shleringer and
'i. C. Brown in JACS 62, .3429 (1940), in order to ascertain whether a comnound
such as LiBH is for;-d in the -.eaction. It has proved impossible to repeat
these enrlier observations, i.e., the later experiments have given no evidence of
a breel- in the rate of hydrogen evolution after the loss of 1 mole of hydrogen
per mole of the salt, nor any evidence for the reversibility of the decomposition.
The present experiments included heating of samples o1 pure lithiurit borohydride
in f! ss an ' in iron vessels, as vell as the heatirn of mixtures of lithium
boroh,,rdride and Panev niohel cntaIyst. In -lass, the decomposition at tcnpera-
tures up to 2900 C. was very sloiw" from the start, end the rate decreased with
continued heating. Even after '220 hours of heating at an average te:erature of
2800 0. only 24.21c' of the total available hydrogen had been liberated,

The reaction proceeded more rapidly when the compound was contaired iti o
Swedish iron tube, which had not previously been reduced by hydroren, as may be
seen from the fact that in 88 hours at an average temperature of -2950 C, about
65. of the total available hydrogen hao. been collected But if the iron tube was
heated to 8000 C in an atmosphere of hydrogen before its use as a container for
lithium borohydride, the decomposition of the latter was even slower than it had
been in a glass vessel. Raney nickel catalyst seemed to accelerate the decompo-
sition, but whether this effect was due to the catalyst itself or to an oxide
coating which had not been completely removed by oretreatment of the catalyst,
was not determined. Finally, n samnle of lithium monomethyl borohydride,
Li(Bi3CH3 ), was heated to ascertain whether any break in the decomoosition rate
occurs. Results were negative.

It, therefore, seemed undesirable to devote additional time to this under-
taking, ,hich has now been abandorled. It seems orobable that in the exreriment
of Schlesirrer and Brown, which Y.as carried out vith only 6 mp. of the boro-
hydride, some trace impurity vyas res-onsible for the obscrvstiors me-e. It is
conceivable that, for this reason, some lithium vwas formed in thA decomnosition,
and tha<t this reapted reversibly with hydrogen.

IV. The preparation of solium nluminum hydride by a moeificatior of the
crigii,.nl nrocedure, much lit:e that used for the preprtion of cRlcium Iluminum
hydride, was undertakcn by e part time assistent on the projeot. The work is
still too far from completion for a rerort,

4'I
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EXPER7E NTAL DETAILS

, The only exoerimental work far enough along to warrart recordifr of the
details is that dealing with the reaction of tetrachlorodiborine with hydrogen.
In one experiment, a mixture of 11.1 cc of the gaseous chloro derivative and
27.3 cc of hydrogen (prepared by thermol decomposition of lithium aluminum
hydride in vacuo) was allowed to stand in a 500 cc bulb for one hour at approxi-
mately 260 0. The unchane-ed hydrogen (17.9 cc) was ra.moved and collected, 9.4 cc
of hydrogen was thus shown to hRve undergone reaction, The theoreticfl quantity,
accordin. to the equation: 3B2C14 + 2 4BC 3  + B2 ;6, would have been
ll,1 cc. It is possible that the reaction was not complete. It is,howpver, much
more likely that the deficiency in the amount of hydrogen which had reacted is
iue to loss of the tctrachloride by secondary reaction with diborane.

Fractionqtion of the other volatil oroducts yielded 14.3 cc of boron tri-
chloride (v.t. at 4 b . 2C C, 48mm.) ,nd 3.74 cc of a Paseous mtterial which passed
throuFh a -1400 C trap and cordensod at -196o C. The vapor pressure of this
material at -ll2o C was 245 rm as compn.red with the vAlue, 225 mn, for diborane,
indicati~n that the sample was a mi;rture of diborane with hydrogen chloride.
Hydrolysis of the s r mr: ind analysis of the hydrolysate yil'lded the equivalent
of 5.63 cc of boron, 16.4 cc of hydrogen cnd 1.1 cc of hydrogen chloride. Although
the horon-hydrogcn ratio was 1/2.92 insteat of 1/3, the results, in view of the
srall ouantities involved, are satisfactory confirmation that the material in
questiox, consisted of 2.7 to 2.8 cc of diborane and approximatFnly 1 cc of hydro-
gen chloride.

'Accordin! to the oquption given ,bove, the reaction of 9.4 cc of hydrogen
-with tetrchlorodiborine Fhould h'.ave nroduccd about 12.5 cc of boron trichloride
and 3.1 cc of diborane. Since 14.3 cc of' boron trichloride and only 2.7-2,8 cc
of diborano ,i,(re actually obteiyed in the reoction in which 9.4 cc of hydroren
were absorbed, it is reasonable to ascribe thesz. discrenancies to a sccondary
reaction in v'hioh dibornne rearts -,ith teirachlorodiborine to rive boron trichlor-

V Ide Pnd other products. That such a reaction actually occurs has oreviously been
<> shovn (P. Y.o XXXIII,p. 3). (hethor this resction, or the presence of traces of

moisturc were responsible for the formation of th,: very small nmoimt of hydroten
chloride obtained, has not been determined.

In the eyperiment just described, an amount of a volatile, crystalline
material, too small for analysis or other chnracterization, vr obteined. This
seems to nave b,.en due to an impurity in the tetrschlorodiborine, since it was not
observed in experiments in whichi q hihly nurified sample of tho. tetrachloride
vv.s used. It vas likewise s.o" tuft this solid is not formed by the reaction of
diborane with this especially car lfully purified sam!le of the tetrnc&loro deriva-
tivo. It might be recorded that, in this experiment, a mixture of 25.1 cc of the
gaseous tctrachloride fnd 70.3 of diborene, vas allo-;ed to st-nd for 2 1/2 hours
at room temvcrature in a 500 cc bulb beforo tve mixture vss anolyztd. Of the
diborenL 5G.4 cc ws unchen 7ed, and 30 cc of boron chloride togcther rith 4.1 cc
of a vc-rv unstable .ubstance condonsable et -800 C were formed, Thc latter
rapidly dcoomposed to boron ohloride -nd dibor.irnc, In r'dition to theso )roduots,
1.3 cc of hydrogen and a viscous yolloish, nanvoi.tile liouid wcrc observed,

QI
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HYDRIDES AITD POROTYDPID0ES CF LIGHT "EI iT iE-40T8

A'D RELATED COMPOWhDS

Progress Report No. XXXVII on Contract IT6ori-20, T.O. X

for the period January 1, 1950 to March 31, 195

by

4. I Schlesinger and T. 7iartik

I in collaboration with

R. E. Moere, Riley Schaeffer, Artin Steindler and G. Urry

The work undertaken dur'n:g this period is largely a continuation of that

included in 1. R. No. 7vi1 ) and little of it is as yet comoleted. For this

1) P. R. is an abbreviation for Pro6-resp Re-port, and F. R. for Findi Report for

the year ending June 30 of the year stated in parentheses.

reason the present report is, in most instances, a brief revie.. of the 'ork in
progress, to be amplified in later reports. In general, the investigations

covered the follovi-Lg topics:

I. The preparation of tribromoborazole, and further studies on the reduc-

tion of trichloro and tribromoborazoLe to borezole.

II. Reactions of tetraohlorodiborine and of the compound 2C14 .2N(CH3 )3 .

III. The reiction of boron trichloride with hydroren in the electric
discharge.

IV. Other subchlorides of boron.

V. Further studies on the preparation of sodium altuinum hydride.

Ia. The Preparation of Tribromoborazole

1. Because of the difficulty of obtaining borazole by reduction of its tri-

chloro derivative, and because of the fact that bromo derivatives are in general

more easily reduced than the. corresnondinr chloro compounds, we heve prepared the
bromo derivative by the type of reaction described by Laubenpayer and Brov'n

'(C. S. Brown, Cornell University Ph. D. thesis, 1948), i.e., by the interaction

/
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Sof boron bromide 'and amraonium bromide. The desired reaction did not occur in the
abuence of a solvent, but occurs r'hen tie renotants are heated in the ,,resoroe of
phenyl bromide at the reflux temperature of the latter (l2O-l.30o C)".

2. Procedtures and Properties

It is important to use carefully purified reagents in the rrepar-etion to
avoid the formation of a liquid impuritir, difficult to remove from the nroduct.
An:,ioritli bromide was dried at 1100. C, boron bromide wlas shaken with mercury and

ditle irectly into th-e vea!sel containirnr the a -.ioniuxn bromide, qnd the bhenyI
bromide was dried w,,ith sodium hydride. ,ippro-ximtely 7 cc of th-e solvcont vere
used per, oram of ffiz-onium bromide, an~d boron bribmide was present in. nonsiderable,
thouph varied, exccess. 'The mixture iva6 heated for anoroxinotely t3 to 12 hours
to 120- - 130() C in a 500 c-c flask, ecuned -iih a. reflu;x cordenser. CoM.ui'.tion
of the re~lction niav be recom.nized d ~cieopnnerenoe of the solid enlr,.iura bro-
mide cqnd cersetlion of' the evoluto of hydroFen bromide. The reaction mixture
vsas finaElly filtercd.1 1nronr'h b fritted Flz..,ss filter' funrel. The tribromoborazole

-was puirifiedl by vacuum sublimation at 60 - 700 C. Analysis of' the rroduct of
four preparations av-the follovin.r )verep-e veluosi boron, 1l.3,-,, br-omide, 74.6'5.
F 14.2j, as -compred with tie th-eoretieal values, 10.2.1,'' 75.51:!, l;3.3.*, r~speot-
ively. Depsrture from the th1eoreti.c'U1 values is nrob ablyi due to slight hydrolysis
of the producot durii g rian4 nu'tion. Tne mel.tirg .ocint of' one son. ,s 126-1280

-C (under nitrofgsn). "he convotund und~trroes slov, decomDosition st temperatures as
low as 930 C; at aprroxinotcly 22030 C, it was at lea-st 73,id decomposed in 5 hours,
as Jlu-dyed by the amount of' nydroren 'bromiole evolv d.

lb. Reduction c-f Tribrornoborazole to Borazole.

3Treatinent of i. m,38ymblo of tribromoborazole with 0.33 5- of 1lithium boro-
hydride for 3 days at room temnerature in tc resence of dry n-hexylehrpo
duced 0.56 ma mole of hydrogen, ]..78- m moles of' diborane, and 1.13 mn mole., o-f
borazole. 3&sed or. the diborane 6-volvc-.d, anrroxirate>l 671'0 of the ori,7nal tri-
uru~wtouzu*,,wle jqvs i--duced to borazole qs lue'qrcl by the' :quations

B33 :8Br 3 a 3  3LiBH4  + ' 3i~l 2

The amount of borazole recovered was arcitly83 of the theorctioal. Reduc-
tiorawith lithium !eluninum hydride in n-hexyl ether have not as yet fiven satis-
fa ctor- results.

Theso observations do not ind4ic-tc any d"'cidod advartares in the use of tri-
bromoborezols. over trichloroborazolrz; consen'uently, the w'ork v-ith. thc formtr is
beir!t, teinnor~rily discontirved.

Ic. Reduiction of Trichloroborazole.

Preliiiary exnserimrnns on the rc uction of' irichiloroborrsolc b-, lithium
borohydiride in diethyl ethcr show!"d that evolution of' diboraiie .nconseau.-ntly,
reduction of th,. triohloro comr'ouxid occurs ' Borsazolc could, hovcver, irct be
se',ated from the other solution,.probt.iblv beaeuse of tht forw~tion of an azeo-
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trope, the formation of which was indicated by the fact that trio vapor tension

of a mixture of borazole and the ether is lo-er than, that of :either comronent.

! 4 Separation of borazole from the ethrr by conversion of the latter into the ether-
ate of aluminum chloride is impossible because the aluminum chloride reacts with
borazole to decomnose th-e latter in an as yet undetermined manner.

?.hen the reaction was car-ried out in butyl ether an amount of diborane corr
res' ondinr to 95K' reduction of the trichlorbborazole was obtained. Ordinary pro-
cedures of frectional evaporation an( condensation of the solution of borazole
and the ether 'were not effective. Partial separation was, however, effected by
heating the mixture till the to-tal vapor pressure was aparoximately 150 mmi in a
vessel separated from the va cuum line by a float valve, then opening the vessel-
to the vacuum line, and r-pidly distilling the mixture throuph a -450 C trap into
one it liquid nitrogen temerature. Several repetitions of this procedu-re accumu-
lated a borazole-rich fraction in the low temperature trap, and left most of the
ether in the "4 5 0 C trap. Slow distillation of the borazole-rich fraction through
a -80o C trap led to the recolIe.r- of 2.7 m moles of pure borazole. qvdrolysis of
the ether-rich fractions showed them to contain an additional 1.9 m moles of bora-

, zole. Thus, the total amount of borazole obtained from 4.97 m moles of trichloro-
borazole was 4.6 m moles, or 91', of the theoretical, an amount satisfnctorily in
agreement with the production of 95- of the theoretical diborane.

Althrh ' hhe reductim of triahlorobozmzole to boiaao e by lithium bbrohoride
is thus show to be possible, the procedure has the disadvantage of theoreti.aaily
producing 1 1/2 moles of diborane per mole of borazole obtained. Consequently, an
experiment similar to the one just described was carried out with lithium aluminum
hydride plus lithium hydride as the reducing agent. The reaction proceeded smoothly
at room temperature in butyl ether. By the procedure described in the preceding
paragraph, 62.3% of the theoretical borazole was isolated and an aeditional 2% was
shown by analysis to be present in the residual ether solution*

These experiments sugrested that seprstion cf butyl ether from bora.c.-
procuced by reduction o-f trichloroborazole vith lithium aluminum hydride should
be possible by use of an approuriete distillin. column. Thus far, however, expe-
riments of this type wit,-, l~rer runtities of reagents, carried out , in ordinary
laboratory eouipment instead of in a vacuum system, have not been successful. The
reacons for the difficulty have not yet been discovered, but the oroblem is being
active.ly pursued.

II. Tetrachlorodiborine and compound B201 4 .2(C3)3

a. Preparation of Tetrachlorodiborine

The method hitherto used to vrepcre tetrvchloroiiborine (P. R. XLXI, p. 8),
is tedious because of tae mrnnusl recirculstion of boron chloride through the mer-
cury ilow discharge. 1e have, recentlv used a two stage mercilry v:or pump as a
device to aichieve this circulstion nutosic.lly. The results indicate thet such
e arocedure is effectire, but that for best results a mor efficient circul3tory
pump is nec:ssary. It -did not se nm desirable to constrtct such a device for the
reactive reagents involved; the dc.t:.-xs of the prosent enerinents need not be

described *

Li
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Ilb, Reaction of Tetrntohjorodiborire -vith Dirnthyl rnine.

* Preliminsry exrneriments ind: ccte tha!t tetrichiorodiborix:e re: cts with dimnath-
y1gymine, but the results ere riot af: 7.'t cloerout. Iq one Mx.riet . moles,
and in onother, 7.3 moles of t'tv amie er retained per mole of the chiorodibor-
ine. Thcr.rc is som ', thoueg-h not definite, indication that the diffecrencc m,:y be
due to a i nein tr-mperature resulting from a differenco in~ rate of' mixing
of the re--ctrants. Detvils will not be reported till1 more consistent results hnove
been obtain o.

Noe. Analysis of the COmPOUr~d B2C14 2)\TNCH3)3

The comosition of the coround r32014.2N(CH3)3 has hitherto beer, dcrived from
the relative 3amounts of tetr~ ohlorodiborix e rend triineth-,rlmin-v. inter.,,tinl iYn its
formation (P., R. XVP. 7). An-..lvsis hFed proved difficult, becauss, of the~
rpsistcnaou of the. oompound to hydrolysis, by water-, and. hemiusedf the facot that it di-!-
solves so slowly in --lkal-Ync solutions that simrplG -e6ditioni of the solid to the
bassic solution tives rise to fuingp~ ihioh represcnts a loss of moterial.

The difficult, ~ nov beet n overcome by sealing thc -Jrte. in weighirr'
tube which is broken open under the ulkiel-ixo solution contrinecd. in silvir!r dish
(to %,void cortaminati-.n of the solution rith bororn or silioon from. Elass or cuortz,
Concentre.,t(:d, heated, chloricle free sodium hydroxide solution iws c rn.1ov d . Boron
was dt.termiz--.ed es boric PcV,~ end chlorin( as silver chloride. 7-e r,-sult,- of

sch an arilysisa are as folloviss wt. s-mole, 0.1503 g; boron found, 8.02 ,theory,

o; hlori.-te found 49.8 ;, theory 550.4%.

To comnlete h ccrrc of the comeound,. it is inl tded to &etf.rmi~:e its
molf-culsar r:htin dii~thyl rthcr or in benzene solution, in ',otn of which solvents
the comrnound is rteadily qcolvble.

lId. Reoctic s of B2Cl4,2w'(C1L3)3

The trimethyis-mine addition product is markFedly less reirttivc than t*..tr--
chlorodiborine, sirec,, unlike the lai-ter, it does not reect with hy,,drogcn ev'.n a t
about 900 C (so- P. ;U XXI, pp 2-3) nor, within %,15 minutc poriod -t room tem-
perature, with dibornne (see F. R. 49, p.5, P. R. =YIII, p. 3, cond F. R. XXXVI,
p. 2). Instead of evolvixi! hycirocen chloride v'hen treatcid w2.tri othil " lcohol, the
amirec'ez-itior. product taikeo up 2 moles ci the sleohol, -a re-ation the products of
which have rot As yet ben eotermii-A:.

Tin ene a~oAtioc "roduct resets rith lithium cluminum hydride in cthor solu-
tier -.t room tcmperoatures, but the results nr. as yot difficult to interpret. A
crystalline product, with o vapor tcnsion of betwcen 1 and 2 am was obtained.
Hydrolysis of the product yield,;d hydrorcn, !:nd the hydrolysete wes shown to con-
tain. boron irnd sluminwa. it is no.bib, in snite of the. homrnoneov.s ip,)Larncc

ftof thi'. crystals erd their uniform b.a.1ivior on sublimnrtion, thqt th' jr;.'teriail is 9
mixture in v'hich the sluminum is "rrsnt at an inpurity. The 1lattcr might be tho
trrleth1.l--.?inc-aluminu-n hydride a-- ' Atior n~roduct, which mirht hnve be-,.n f ormed
b,:otusr- of !aluminumi hydricl preszent as :n impurity in the lithium .luminm hy~ride
used, or formed as an intermediatf In the rr- etion of the 1--tter rith

B2O1~~C)3~ Detal1?-741 not be' d-we~n t111l ths rituation is elsrifiedo
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The attempt to reduce, i~e., Iro hydrogenate, BpC14e2Y(CH ) 3 wk as undertaken
with lithitim gluminum hydride rather then rwith the borohydrid'e, because of the

j ~Pocibilit- that diborane, liberated by the reaction of the latter, 'would react
with the 12C14.27bT(CT13) 3 as it does with tetra chiorodiborine. Since it-has tolp
been shovnm thait the amine addition rroduct does not re~ct r~il, vith diborane,
and si~ee the use of lithiim aluminum hydride leads to the comnlication described
in the rrecodinr, pargrraph, vie shall study the reaction of the horohylricde before
returninr to th-it of the aluminum comnourli.

III. The Reaction~ of' Boron Tridhloride vwitlh -yrg! n nEeticlDs re.

'is rnointed out in P.P. XX171, p. 3, the observation that tetrechlorodiborine
* repots veryv rapidly rith hydrogen at room temnerature to Produce 6ibdranei sup-

gest's that in the procedure developed by Schlesirrer and Burp for the oreparation
* of ciborane (ji. A, C. S. 53, 4321, (1931)), the initial step is the formation of

tetrachiorodil-orine. In. the oririrsl experiments a larce excess of' hydrogen was
used, and under those conditions thr, oblorodiborine could not nossibly have been
detr ted..

,em have nov' modifie-d the-Schlesinrer end 9tjrg experiment by usinr a consider-
able excess of b-oron trichloride. ±-lthouph the =,in, initiel producot of' the' reac-
tion under these cornditio, s v=6_ stil'l monoc--lorodiborane, -as in the or-iinal
Schleainier 9nd Burr, Procedures, the presence of tetrachlorodiborine- ha-s :)een
defi'-iteli, established. Separation o~l. the product ras difficult, but we were able

Vto obt.-in a 'ractiorl vhich had a. 00 C tension of 44.5 rum (132 C1.4 tension 6equals
14:.3 mma), and in hi the ratio of 'hydrogen, boric acid and chloride ion, rp-sult-,
ing from hydrolysis, was 0,92s2.00:4.12, instead of the theoretical ratio 1$:4.

4 Another sample,by slow decom-osition, produced the red product characteristic of
the decom'nosition of nure tetra chlorodiborine.

Althouph not conclusive evidence, this experiment strongly supports the hypo-
thesis that the first step in the f'ormation of diborine by the reaction of hydro-
gen with boron chloride in an electric discharre is tetra chiorodiborir e. For the
!iroduction of the latter it does not seem likely. however, that the use of hydra-
Iren can be made as efficient as th~at of' mn-rcury vapor in the disch-arre chamber,

IV. t~ier Subohlorides o-f Boron

As described in P. it, XXII, p. 10, the decomposition of tetrachlorodiborlne
4 produces a vi-cous, licuid, red Product of very low volatility and an almost white,

nonvolatile solid. The two may be separnted. y vola+tilization of the red Mrt ',rill
atgo - 1000 C.

It was difficult to obtain enouo"i of thxese materials by decomposition of the
tetrachlorodiborine in a closed vessel because the reaction seemed to become
slower as time went on. As surs~ested by this observation, we heve hfstened the
decomnos~ltian by remorirr the booron chloride, F.1so formed in the reactior, from
time to time. By this "rocedure,, eilouirh materiml for a ireliminary azx'lysis vas
obtained,
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The method of analysis described in section lc of this reoort was not satis-
factory for analysis of' the other subhlorides, because the hydrolysis: by sodium

* hydroxide is not complete, as shoirn by the fact that the hydrolysate still reduces
- ilver ion. Instead, it vas necessarv, after the hydrolysis with sodiuu hydroxide
by the procedure described in the earlier section, to decrease -the Ph to very
slight aialinity, and then to Pad 90".' hydrogen peroxide. The excess of the
latter wa's decomposed by platinum black.

The results of these analyses gave a BsC1 ratio of 1.0:0.91 for the red
profuct, !nd of'5,1:3.0 for the Yhite one. It seems likely, howiever, that neither
product ti.ws entirely pure, since decomposition may have occurred at the elevated
temverature needed for t-le separation of the two from each other. "ie are, there-
fore, s -eein; a solvert hy rae:ns of which the ,:eor ration and nurification of' the

* two (or ,aoro) decomnosition uroducts me' be effected.

V. Further Attempts to Improve the Preparation of' Sodium Alum -u hdride.

!o satisfactory results have been obtained as yet. Slowr.ess of this aspect
of the project is due in part to the fact that it is in the hands Of a nart time
a-tisistant, but is largely due to the apparent diff, iculty of the problem.

-- Briefly sted, e have verified the earlier observa-tion that, although a
60 yield of the desired oroduct in pure form can be achieved by the reaction of
sodium hydride with aluminum bromide in dimethyl ether, the same result is not
achieved with aluminum chloride. The reaso for the difference -.as not been dis-
covered. Tvurthermore, the procedure of extrecting the reaction Product of the
aluminum bronide reaction with tetrahydrofuran -after evaporation of the dimethyl
ether (in order to avoiQ filtration under the high pressure of dimethyl ether)
r roved unsuccessful--a result entirely unexpected in view of the success of this

* procedure for the preparation of calcium aluminum hydride. In the case of the
sodium aluminum hydride preparation, the product obtained had an oluminum-hydrogen
ratio of only 1:2.86, instead of the expected 1:4,

In vie-vi of the f; ct that methyl borate acts catalyticall-% in the
reaction between lithium hydride and boron fluoride, and that sodium trimethoxy-
borohydride is more reactive than sodium hydride, we have attempted (1) the
reaction of sodium hydride with aluminum chloride in the presence of an excess of
iethyl borate at room temperature, (2) the same reaction in the oresence of a
small amount of methyl borate and tetrahyrofuran, (3) the reaction of sodium

p trimethoxyborohydride with aluminum chlo ide in dimethyl ether. It was realized
that sodium borohydride, or possibly even an otherate of aluminum borohydride
might be formed. Thus far, none of these experiments has led to definite results.
In the lost one mentioned, a proauct very soluble in dimethyl ether was obtained.
Ihat the roture of this -mteri&l is has not been ascertained, except to demonstratt
that it is neither sodium borohydride, sodium aluminum hydride, nor aluminum
borohydride etherate. The exoeriments are beirn eontinued,

I
- C-' '
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The work of this report oonoernss

I. The reduction of Trichloroborazole to borazole

II, Further studies on Tetrachorodiborine and its Derivatives,

III. The preparation of Sodium Aluminum Hydride

IV. The reaotion of Lithium Borohydride with Hydrazine Hydrochloride

Because of the fact that the present contract covers a 13 month period, i.e.,
from July 1, 1949 to July 31, 1950, the period covered by this "quarterly"# progress
report is 4 rather than 3 months. Referenoe3 to previous final reports are indicated
by the letters F.R. followed by the year in which the report was completedi refer-
onoes to progress reports are indicated by the betters P.,R followed by a Ran
numeral, If the P, R. is of a year earlier than 1949-,50, the date of ieuee Is
given.

I, The Reduction of Triohloroborago]e to Borazole.

Before desoribin, the 'rork of the period covered by this report, it is desirable
to refer to an experiment described in P., R XXXVII, p 3, in which triohloroborasole
was treated with an n-butyl ether solution of lithium aluminum hydride in which a
onsiderable amount of lithium hydride ra, suspended, The experiment was originally
undertaken to ascertain vtether lithium aluminum hydride could aot as a carrier for
hydrogen from lithium hydride as has been sugrested for the tyvxs of reaotion by
Blizzard, Carhart, and Johnson, J,A.C.S. 70, 3684-5 (1948).

The fact that in this experiment not only was the yield of borasole mnlo higher
thaa 1A PrDeding ones* but that a very wids Uarger pereeptare of tho bmsel. tWas

b
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n Ireeeding experiments could be separated from the ether, su.gested an explanation
S of the difficulties previously encountered in the use of lithium aluminumn hydride as

a reducing agent for the desired reaction., It seemed possible that the reduction
remotion produces aluminum hydride according to an equstibn like the followirgi

3LiAIH4  B %N%,C3  B N3H6  + 3LiCl + 3Alh

and that the aluminum hydride formed in some way reacts vith bera sole and Irevents
its volatilization vith the ether. The possibility that borazole forms a nonvolatile
etherate vms also considered.

The! first step in testing these possibilities was to determine vhether pure
borazole and n-butyl ether would distill together from a mixture of the two. Such
mixtures were sealed in bulbs equipped with break-off side arms and were heated to
different temperatures for different time intervals. The bulbs were then attached

* to a vacuum system, the hydrogen was pumped off and measured, and the remaining vola-
tile material was distilled into concentrated aqueous hydrochlorio acid. The amount
of hydrogen liberated as a result of the acid hydrolysis was taken as a measure of

* the quantity of borazol recovered in the volatile material. Results of two such
experiments are as follows (ml refers to liquid volumes, co to volumes of gaseous
material referred to STP);

Oririnal mixture Conditions Products % BSN 3H6 recovered

10 ml (Bu) 0 30 minutes 1.59 cc H
28 oo B3Nso j 1000 C 2405 c B3? 3 H8  87%

nonvolatile solids

5 ml jBu) 2 0 ) 2 hour. 0.63 c H2  )
* 31.8 cc B3 N3 H6) 500 C 29.3 cc B3 13 H6  ) 92%

nonvolatile solids)

It is evident from these data that borazole is not in any way rendered nonvolao
tile by butyl ether (i.e,, does not form a nonvolatile etherate). Furthermore, the
very small amount of hydrogen and of solids obtained indicates that borazole is not
extensively decomposed at higher temperatures by butyl ether.

In the preceding experiments the borazole was not separated from the butyl ether.
To ascertain whether such a separation is possible, a mixture of 4.79 g of borazole
-rA 30m! of the ether was distille d through a small column packed vt th glass helices.

The fraction passing over between 52 and 540 C was collected and weighed. It con-
slated of about 3.8 g of borazole, indicating an apnroximtely 80% recovery. Use of
a more efficient column could probably improve the result, but the small amounts of
borasoe then avoilfble made further doork along these lines desirable until the
actual results of reduction of trichlorbozole had been ascertained.

It vas next show that borazole could be recovered from its mixture with solid
lithium aluminum hydride. After the mixture had stood for 10 hours at room tempera-
ture, about 85% of the borazole was reg-ined by evaporation and condensation. It
'was also demonstrated that a saturated solution of lithium aluminum hydride in a-
butyl ether liberates only very small quantities of hydrogen (e.g. 0.26 o) Ah4c it
to heated to 1000 C for one hour. Evidently then *f aluiaim hydride causes the

0i "
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difficulty encountered, the hydride is a product of the interaction of lithium
aluminum hydride with borazole, and not an unavoidable contaminant of the forer.
(It might be mentioned in this connection that only $8%o of a sample of borazole could
be recovered from dry, activated alumina after 3.5 hours at 25c C. Evidently ex-
elusion of moisture is of the preatest importance in these experiments.)

The preceding experiments indicate that neither the presence of n-butyl ether,
nor of lithium aluminum hydride prevent the recovery of borazole from mixtures in
which it is known to be present, But when a mixture of pure borazole and a batyl
ether solution of lithium aluminum hydride containing an excess of aluminum hy-dride
?as evaporated., after stsndinr one hour at room temperature, no material containing
active hydroGen could be isolated in the volatile portion. The hypothesis that
alum~inum hydride reacts With or in some other way holds back borazole has thus
received considerable support.

On the basis of these observations it is possible to explain vhy results ob-
tained in the reduction of tr'ichloroborazole with lithium al3uminum hydride in the
presence of' an excess of lithium hydride are much better than those obtained in. the
absence of lithium hydride. The latter is known to react rith aluminum hydride to
give lithium aluminum hydride; the use of lithium hydride thus may be effective
because it removes the aluminum hydride assumed to be present acoording to the ]hypo-
thesis under discussion.

Although the procedure using lithium hydride in addition to lithium aluminum
hydride has been successful in small scale experiments, carried out in the vacuum
system, it has not yet Proved satisfactory 01hen attempts were made to reduce lar ger
quantities of trichloroborazole in ordinary laboratory apparatus in an atmosphere of
nitrogen. The reasonshave not yet been fully ascertained, It is croeivable that
because of the longer time required for larger scale experiments, difficulties are
caused by secordary reactions of lithium aluminum hydride vith the ether, too slow to
be troublesome in small scale experiments., Support for such an explanation is found
in the fAct that in a I-rger scale experiment a gaseous product havirg nroperties
not unlike those of n-butane has been obtained. This interpretation of the diffioul-
ty requires further confirmation.

Even though these eyperiments have thus not yet shorn definitely how trichlro-
borazole can be reduced efficiently to borazole by lithium aluminum hydride, they.
have sug-ested a procedure by means of which ihe chief objection to the use of liih-
ium borohydride as a reducing agent may possibly be overcome. The objection to t~h
latter reagent lay in the fPct that 1.5 moles of diborane are theoretically liberated
per mole of borasole obtained. But diborane is lcnorn to react rapidly with evolution
of considerable heat Yith lithium hydride in ether solutions to form lithium boro-
hydride. Should the procedure of using a mixture of lithium hydride and lithium boro-
hydride in this way avoid the liberatica of diborane or decrease it to an inuagint-
esnt amount, a satisfeetory method tot the preperatio of borasole in larger quafti-
tis way have bems achieved,
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S I. Further Studies on Tetrachlorodiborine and its Derivatives.

-,(a) Reaction of tetrachlorodiborine with dimethylamine.

TetrachlorOdiborine reacts rapidly with dimethylemine at temperatures as
low as -80c C to form the new compound tetradimethylaminodiborine according to the
equation (R - CH3 ):

B2C14  + 8IR2H " B2(NR2 )4 + 4R2NH2Cl.

The equation is an empirical one since the molecular weight of the new compound has
not yet been determined. The substance is a liquid of very low vapor tension at
09 C. Only one of its reactions has as yet been studied, namely that with hydrogen
chloride,, anU this work is as yet incmplete. The product of the reaction is a
white solid from which the tetradimethylaminodiborine is recovered by addition of
dimethylamine,.

The details of the preparation of the new compound and of its analysis are as
follows (cc refer to gases at STP, ml to liquids);

The reagents, 20.1 cc of tetrachlorodiborine and 210,5 cc of dimethylamine

both tensimetrieally pure, were condensed into a reaction vesse-l, which was thenwarmed to -800 C. Although reaction seemed to occur immediately, the mixture was

maintained at this temperature for several hours, after which time the volatile
products were distilled into the fractionating system at room temperature. The
procedure required several hours because of the slight volatility of the reaction
product. A small amount of solid, probably a decomposition product, deposited on
the ralls of the receiving vessel.

The more volatile material thus obtained was distilled through a -800 C
trap into one at -1960 C. The latter oontained 58.0 oc of dimethylamine (v,t. at
00 C 563 mm instead of 564,5), indicating that the tetraohlorodiborine and dimethyl-
amine had reaoted in the volume ratio 1:7.59 (theory 1:8). The discrepancy in not
large in view of the difficulty of handling the original ohloro compound.

The material recovered in the -800 C trap was purified by distilling it
through a 00 C trap into one at -1960 C. The latter mas found to contain a small
quantity of a liauid with a vapor tension of' 6.5 m at 250 C. It is likely that
this material was the compound B(NR2 )3 (Vote at 250 C n 5h), contaminated with a
trace of dimethylamine.

The material in the 00 C trap was then distilled into a quartz bulb con-
taining 5 ml of 100 sodium hydroxide solution for analysis. The mixture, originally
consisting of two layers, formed a homogeneous solution when it was: heated for .4
hours in a steam bath. During this process 12.4 c6of hyurogen were liberated. The
volatile products were distilled into 50 ml of 0.jN hydrochloric acid and titrated.
The result indicated that 50.8 cc of dimethylamine had been formed. Titration for
boron in the usual way showed that the amount contained in the nonvoletile residue
mae equivalent to 25.? o of the gaseous elements These date corresnond to a ratio
top IgeIsRgH % O.B9s2@O2$4eOO, is go" agweent with the ratio 1124 expeated
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aeording to the equations

B2(NR2)4  4H1 ' 4H20 - 2B02  + 42 12C1 H2

The yield of the compound was 63% of the theoretical. It wa-s not considered neces-
sary to analyze the solid product of the initial reaction, since it gave every evi-
dence of being dimethylaminohydrochlorids contaminated with a trace of a solid which
reacted slowly vith rater to give a reducing solution, but of which too little was
obtained for analysis.

F (b) The ccnpound B2CI4.2N C

(b)(1) Melting point, solubility, molecular weight. The compound, pro-
pared and initiall Jydes-rTbeJdin P.R._XXXVI, -!2 , a X2XVII, PP 4-5, has been fur-
ther studied. Its meltin.g point in an atmosphere of nitrogen is 2280 C, but it sin-
ters at 1250 C and softens somewhat at 1950 C. It is somewhat soluble in diethyl
ether and in benzene, and slightly s-oluble in isopentane. Determination of the
molecular weight of the substance by the lowering of the freezing point of bensene
gave the following unexpected results

v. benzene 18.74 g t 0.0290 C
wt., sample 0.1168 g .iol wt 1105.

This value is very nearly four times the molecular weight corresnonding to the for-
mule B2C12NR3 (Theor. mol 't - 279; 4 x 279 w 1116). Since the measurement was

*made at only one concentration it still needs to be demonstrated that the oalculated
value is real, i.e,, that no solid solutions were formed.

To obtain more information on this point, an attempt was made to determine
the molecular weifgt by measuring the vapor tension lowering of isopentane, but the
solubility of the compound in this solvent was found to be too small to promise
reliable results. Further work with other solvents$ and possibly a measurement of
the vapor density of the compound at high temperatures are planned.

(b)(2) Reaction with Lithium BorohLdride. The complications encountered
in the study of the reection of the compound B2014"2NR3 with lithium aluminum hy-
dride (P.R. XXVII, p 4) led us to replace this reducinp agent by the corresponding
borohydride. The formation of diborane was anticipated, but it was honed that this
fact would introduce no complications, since diborane does riot react Vth B2C14.NR3
at room temperature (P.R. XXVII, p. 4). The results thus far are disappointing.
The only products isolated in a reaction carried out in ether solution at room tem-
perature heve been diborane and a volatile solid, the vapor density of which cor-
responds to that of trimethylamine borine (theory 73, found 72). The identity of
the solid as trimethylamine borine was further confirmed by vapor tension mse ure-
ante, an follous,

t (00c) vote sample vot. BOH3S

25.9 0.90 0.80
40.0 2.90 2.54

' 42 8 U* 60 1109

j ?0), 20015 18?
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* Evidently there vas a somewhat more volatile contaminant, but it could have been
only small in amount.

x s The ex:periment is to be repeated with the modification that a considerable

excess of trimethylamine is to be added. Theoretically, the reaction in question
might occur as follows$

B2C14  + 4LiBH4  -. B2H4  + 2B2H6  + 4LICl

The purpose of the excess trimethylamine would be to stabilize the presumably un-
stable B2H4 , by forming an addition compound, possibly B2H4.2NR3 . In that event 6
moles of the amine would be required per mole of B2014 , since the, diborane would
require 4 moles. The compound B2CI4.2VT-R3 obviously does not suprly enough if it is
assumed that triniethylamine borine is more stable than the hypothetical B2H4 .2NR 3 .
The reaction of lithium aluminum hydride with B2CI4.2NR3 will also be reinvestigated
since the early experiments (P.R. XkXVII, p 4) may have been vitiated by the pres-
ence of a large amount of aluminum hydride in the lithium aluminum hydride used at
the time.

(c) Further studies on the decomposition products of tetrachlorodiborine.

Attempts to determine the molecular weight of the red decomposition product
obtained by the slow decomposition of tetrachlorodiborine at room temperature were
temporarily discontinued when it was found that the red material under,oes further
slow decomposition to boron trichloride and the white solid previously described
(P.R. X XII, p 10, December, 194 8 and XXXVII, pp 5-6), There is some indication
that the decomposition is inhibited by the presence of boron triohloride. Possibly
advantage can be taken of this observation, if oorroboeated, in purifying and
studying the compound.

III. The Preparation of Sodium Aluminum Hydride.

As has been previously reported, the only method which has hitherto led to suc-
cessful preparations of sodium aluminum hydride consisted of the reaction between

0 sodium hydride and aluminum bromide at room temperature in dimethyl ether solution.
The reaction mixture was then filtered at room temperature and the ether was evapo-
rated from the filtrate. Not only was the yield not better than 60 or 65%. but the

, use of aluminum bromide and the relatively high pressures (67 atm) at which the
reaction end filtrations had to be carried out are objectionable,

Of the very numerous experiments undertaken to avoid these objections, only the
last has given decided promise of success. Those which failed are first briefly de-
oribed, without numerical details.

* (a) The reaction of aluminum chloride vith sodium hydride in dimethyl ether.
As catalysts both lithium alum'i hdradeard sodi "a'lumifumhydride (obtaired-
from aluminum bromide) were tested. Then the dimethyl ether solution ins filtered,

-. the filtrate still contained chloride ion, even after days of reaction, Evaporation
of the dimethyl ether before filtratio, and extraoticm of the residue with tetra-
hydarofmen (S. P.R. I, p 11, Doe*or. 1948) gV" none of the doe.ed pwetv,
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(b) Reaction of sodium trimethoxyborohydride with aluminum iohloride, as well as
the reaction of sodium hydride with aluminum chloride in the presence of aluminum
methoxide, proved unsuccessful.

(a) Use of calcium hydride as a catalyst rave only a small amount of calcium
aluminum hydride.

(d) The reaction between aluminum chloride and sodium hydride in tetrahydro-
furan as a solvent, especially -hen.a seed of lithium aluminum hydride was used as
catalyst, appeared to give some of the desired product, but the yield and purity
were low. Apparently the low ourity was due to the fact that, to obtain adequate
reaction, the reaction mixture had to be refluxed for some length of time. It was
shown that, under these conditions, interaction of the solvent with the reaction
mixture occurred.

(e) The successful experiments were based on the idea that lithium and sodium,
hydrides do not interact with aluminum chloride per se, but do react with the AlCl4
ion. To test this hypothesis we fifst attempted to obtain this ion in solution
by the reaction of ethyl chloride and a diethyl ether solution of aluminum chloride.
The product thus obtained was treated with sodium hydride in tetrafuran mith no sue-
oe. Similar failure resulted when the compound NaAICI4 was prepared by fusion of
the respective simple chlorides, and used in place of aluminum chloride.

Success was apparently achieved in an experiment in which 2.6 g of aluminm
chloride, 1399 g of sodium hydride and 0.0219 g of lithium chloride were stirred for
3 days in tetrahydrofuran. Lithium chloride, rather than sodium salt, was used be-

cause the former is knovn to dissolve in ether solutions of aluminum chloride, pre-
sumably to form the desired complex ion, whereas the sodium salt does not do so.
After 3 dayst stirr* g of the mixture, followed by filtration and evaporation of the
filtrate, there was left a white, orystelline residue which gave 98% of the hydrogen
to be expected of NaAlH4 , showed a ratio of Als.H- l4.01, and which therefore is
evidently pure sodium atuminum hydride. Repetition of the experiment with the same
sanrles of aluminum chloride and sodium hydride, but without lithium chloride, gave
no indication of reaction after 3 days of stirring.

It will be necessary to repeat the experiment to ascertain whether the method
gives a satisfactory yield, and to determine the best proportiono of reagents and
time of reaction. If the further work confirms the results herein described, a more
detailed study of the properties of sodium aluminum hydride will be undertaken.

It is interesting to oonsidor the possibility that the irterpretation here given
for the reaction between hydrides and aluminum halides may explain why the use of
lithium aluminum hydride as a catalyst in the reaction between lithium hydride and
alimia chloride is successful. The lithium aluminum hydride resots rapidly with
aims chloride in diethyl ether acoording to the equations

SLiAlH4  * AlC!l -3 4AlH3  + 3LiCi

The lithim ohloride thus formed may then react with some of the remaming aluminam

Sk3fde t oProdnee a solution of LIAlCl 4 , The l tter conld be the material di4k
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Interacts with lithium hydride, according to the equation

4LiH + LiAlC!4  - LiAlH4  + 4LiCl

It is obvious that ultimately practically all of the aluminum ion will be used up
and that then only a trace of lithium chloride can remain in solution. If, on the
other hand, lithium hydride and aluminum chloride are mixed in the absence of lithium
aluminum hydride, the initial reaction betwieen the tv:o may be very slow, but will
become accelerated by the gradual formation of lithium chloride. Thus the induction
period in the interaion of aluminum chloride and sodium hydride, as well as the
means of its avoidance, are readily explained.

In the reaction between sodium hydride and aluminum chloride, no such indu-ction
period has been observed; instead the reactions are slow throughout. The difference
between the lithium and the sodium h#dride reaction may, consequently, be due to the
difference in the solubilities of lithium and of sodium chloride in ether containing
aluminum chloride.

The interpretation of the action of alkali metal hydrides on aluminum halides
also offers a possible explanation of ihy sodium aluminum hydride could be obtained
in fair yield.in dimethyl ether solution by the interaction of sodium hydride with
aluminum bromide but could not be satisfactorily prepared when aluminum chloride was
the halide employed. Sodium bromide is presumably more soluble in dimethyl ether
than is sodium chloride; consequently the concentration of the aluminum tetrahalo-
geno ions assumed to be the active reagent in these reactions, would be the higher
if the starting material is aluminum bromide.

IV. The Reaction of Lithium Borohydride with Hydrazine Hydrochloride

As shown in a series of papers by "iiberg (Zeit. anorg. Chemie, 257, 1L -37,
1948), by G. '.js Sohaeffer,(J.A.C.S. 71, 2143 (1949)), by Burg, (2nd Anual Summary
Technicnl Report, Contract M6onr.238-TO-I' 1948), as well as in our own reports
(e.g. P.R. XXXI, p 6, Sept. 48, PR. XXXII, pp 4-6, December 1948, and P.R. XXXIII,
p 8, March 49) the re ction of ammionia and amines on diborane, and that of boro-
hydrides with ammonium endamine salts have given interesting results. It was there-
fore considered worth while to ascertain whether similar reactions, in which ammoniap
amines and their salts are repla ced by hydrazine and its derivatives, might not lead
to new types of interesting compounds.

Preliminary experiments between lithium borohydride and hydrazine dihydrodilo-
ride have shovm that the expected type of reaction, i.e,, the liberation of hydrogen,
occurs when the two are allowed to interact in the dry state as well as in diethyl
ether. At lower temperatures, a little over one mole of hydroren was evolved per
mole of lithium borohydride usedl at higher temperatures the ratio was more nearly
2al. Details are not given because a complete study of the products has not yet
been made.

Such a study is made difficult by the fact thatf aside froa hydrogen and traoe
of diborane, all of the rroduets of the reaction are solids. Thus far no solvent
has been found which will separate from each other the various solid products
undoubtedly present*
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For this reason we are temporarily turning to the--presumably.-simpler case of
the interaotion of anhydrous hydrazine with diborane, work ,hioh is as yet not far
enough alone, to be renorted in details 7e express our appreoiation to the Waval
Research Laboratory for the anhydrous hdrszne furnished us for this work,

j..
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